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Singlespeed!
Mojave 250 mile Death Race
25th US Infantry Bicycle Corps

Place:
Body:
Candy:
Voice:

Meshomasic State Forest, CT
NEMBA Shorts/Jersey ready to wear
Surly 1x1
Pat Irwin: One Speed Demon

Last Chance to buy Raffle Tickets! Call Now!
Support NEMBA’s Trail Grant Program
Win Amazing Prizes!

Grand Prize:

Ted Wojcik Custom Bicycles Hardtail
Mountain Bike with Sram 9.0 drivetrain
and brakes, RockShox SID SL fork,
Mavic 517 ceramic rims and Nukeproof
hubs OR a Ted Wojcik Road Bike decked
out with Shimano Ultegra components!

2nd Prize:

RockShox SID XC Suspension Fork

3rd Prize:

Mavic Crossmax Wheelset (tubeless,
disc-compatible or regular)

4th Prize:

RockShox Judy Race Suspension Fork

5th Prizes:

USE
Shokpost
SX
Seatposts —Five Winners!

Call 800-57-NEMBA to Order! $10 or Six/$50

Suspension

Drawing to be held at Veloswap, Oct. 21st
Don’t Ride Nekkid
GET DRESSED!

Beautiful sapphire-blue to green fade
with a black forest print graphic background and the
NEMBA logos. They
have an extra long zipper and are made In
New England by
VOMax.

$55

Shorts $45

$90 for both!

A great gift
idea!
Phone Orders Only, All Sizes!
800-57-NEMBA
Order Early for Xmas!
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SingleTrackS

NEMBA, the New England Mountain Bike
Association, is a not-for-profit 501 (c) (3)
organization dedicated to promoting trail
access, maintaining trails open for mountain
bicyclists, and educating mountain bicyclists
to use these trails sensitively and responsibly.
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Singlespeeeed!
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The 2000 Single-Speed World
Championships

Radical, retro or ridiculous, one-speed bikes are all
about fun! 32:16s can energize your riding experience, simplify your life, and make you feel like a kid
again. By Philip Keyes

SingleTracks is published six times a year by
the New England Mountain Bike Association
for the trail community, and is made possible
by riders like you.

©SingleTracks
Editor & Publisher: Philip Keyes
Singletracks Committee: Bill Boles, Krisztina
Holly, Nanyee Keyes, Mary Tunnicliffe, Brian
Smith
Executive Director: Philip Keyes
Letters/Submissions:
SingleTracks
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720

They came from around the country and from
across the pond to create singlespeed mayhem.
There was also a bit of racing! By Tom Everstone

Black Singlespeeders of the 25th
US Infantry’s Bicycle Corps
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Voice 800.57.NEMBA
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Email: singletracks@nemba.org
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1897 bore witness to the nation’s largest military
bicycle operation. Follow their epic journey of
twenty African-American soldiers as they ride 1900
miles from Missoula to St. Louis. By Philip Keyes
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Mojave 250 Mile Death Race
Blistering days, frozen nights and parched desert
provide an evil backdrop to the Death Race. Follow a
NEMBA member in the race of his life. By Bruce
Jones
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welcomes submissions
and artwork from our literate or creative membership. This is your forum
and your magazine, so please send us
stuff!
Contribute! Got a cool story idea?
Want to build your publishing resume,
give us a call. You can reach us at
SingleTracks@nemba.org or call 80057-NEMBA.
On the Cover: Cathy Rowell takes a
shot of Mike Rowell riding his singlespeed on their backyard trials playground.
Know Someone who wants to
Advertise?
SingleTracks offers inexpensive and targeted advertising which helps us
defray the cost of producing this cool
‘zine. Call 800-57-NEMBA or email
pk@nemba.org for our media kit.

Chain Letters
What Rednecks?

Mountain Bikers need to be heard in The
Fells
I am surprised to find very few objections at NEMBA to the
recent changes in access to the Middlesex Fells. Reading the
info on your (our) website, I find only that the MDC will begin
enforcing their rules, which on the face of it may not be such a
bad idea. Not mentioned is the fact that the town of
Winchester has posted, and is enforcing, new signs cutting off
access by anyone, cyclist or pedestrian, to a huge area in the
center of the Fells. The impact on bikers is that all the fire roads
that cross the area are closed, forcing us to make the full circle.
As a Winchester resident who once regularly walked and rode
in the Fells, these regulations have ruined my usual riding loop,
with no substitute at the same level of difficulty or beauty.
Walking is confined to woods, with the sweeping views of
ponds off limits. I will especially miss watching and identifying
the wide variety of waterfowl that migrate through these
ponds in the fall. Is NEMBA concerned about the removal of
this large area from public use? Do you know of any efforts in
Winchester, to which I could perhaps lend my voice?
Gerry Sollner
Winchester MA
Greater Boston’s response:
Hi Gerry, I'm also a Winchester resident. There continues to be
a lot of confusion about the policies in the Fells, stemming
from the fact that two completely separate government agencies (the MDC and the Town of Winchester) each set their
own policies for the areas of the Fells which they manage. This
is complicated by the additional wrinkle that the Winchester
reservoir area is completely surrounded by the MDC-managed
area, so a trail might be open for riding when you enter the
Fells only to become closed when you near a reservoir.
Actually, the Winchester reservoir area (at the center of the
west side of the Fells) has been officially off-limits (and posted) to all users for many years. Occasionally, Winchester
Police and/or Water & Sewer personnel have enforced this policy over the years, with tickets or bike confiscations. The only
recent development (within the past few months) for the
reservoir area is the addition of new fluorescent signage.

I read John Shaheen's [sic] article, Rednecks, Razorbacks and Ridges,
with amazement - not amazement that people think like him, but
amazement that his article got printed. SingleTracks should be
ashamed of itself. Freedom of the press does not mean you have to
print it just because he wrote it. Shaheen [sic]talks about people
who live in the Ozarks as if they were characters from Deliverance.
Deliverance was a movie - not real life. My guess is that Shaheen
[sic]met a couple of locals and they figured him for an arrogant snot
and put him on. By the way, I wonder if John Shaheen [sic] knows
where our president comes from?
Frank Cummings
Franklin MA
The author responds:
I read with amazement the letter of Frank Cummings, who takes
offense at what is obviously a (partially)tongue-in-cheek article on
mountain biking in the Ozarks. A few points: 1. 'Shaheen' is the
Governor of New Hampshire. 'Sheehan' is an Ozarks mountain biker
and writer. 2. I have lived here in the Ozarks since 1997, at which
time I joined the Ozark Off-Road Cyclists, an organization that rivals
NEMBA for enthusiasm and advocacy programs, if not size. No finer
group of riders can be found anywhere—and they all have a sense of
humor. 3. You bet I know where our president is from: Ashley
Korenblat, IMBA president, is a proud native of Little Rock,
Arkansas, and hence is a city-slicker. If you mean the guy in
Washington, he's from Hope and Hot Springs, and is just plain slick.
(By the way, none of these places is in the Ozarks.) 4. There is not a
sane person south of the Mason-Dixon line, without regard to the
shade of their neck, who would not back up my advice about riding
during hunting season or using great caution in the woods in general. To any NEMBA membas who might find themselves heading
towards the Ozarks: Give me a shout and let's do some riding, y'all!
John Sheehan
Bentonville AR
Editor's reponse:
Have you watched the news lately? Arkansas' govenor and first lady
live in a trailer home next to govenor's mansion! The govenor even
pokes fun at himself on national TV, saying that in Arkansas "opossum is the other white meat" and that "armadillo is considered opossum on the half shell!" You might want to write him a letter too.

www.nemba.org

I'm not sure what loop you've been riding, but the portion that
crossed the reservoir area has, unfortunately, probably been
officially closed for years.
David Watson, Greater Boston NEMBA

Sound Off! Send letters to:
SingleTracks@nemba.org
SingleTracks, PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
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Hey
you in back!
Renew your
membership
online!

TREADLINES

NEMBA Awards Trail Grants
The New England Mountain Bike Association is proud to announce
the winners of its latest round of NEMBA Trail Grants. This time
around all of the grant applications were in the state of
Massachusetts.
1. Merrimack Valley NEMBA was awarded $460 to build two
bridges in Chelmsford's Thanksgiving Forest. As part of the same
project two steep, eroded trails which link the forest to Great
Brook Farm State Forest will be rehabilitated and improved.
2. Blackstone Valley NEMBA has been awarded $439 to build a
boardwalk at Whitehall State Park. An old trail which ran around
Whitehall Reservoir has been broken by a new housing development. This boardwalk, as well as a newly designed and built trail,
will allow people to circumnavigate the reservoir without leaving
state property.
3. Southeast Mass NEMBA has been awarded $500 to purchase
pressure treated lumber and other materials to repair several existing bridges in the Foxboro section of the F. Gilbert Hills State
Forest. Repairing and upgrading these bridges will greatly extend
their lifespans.
4. Noanet Woodlands, a property of The Trustees of Reservations,
in Dover Massachusetts was awarded $286. This money supplements money NEMBA received from a Massachusetts Recreational
Trails Grant to allow the completion of two major trail rehabilitation projects. Projects which otherwise would have remained
under-funded.
NEMBA Trail Grants are totally funded from the proceeds of

NEMBA's Land Access Raffle. This year's drawing will be held on
10/21 at the VeloSwap & Expo at Mt. Wachusett. Raffle tickets
may also be purchased by calling NEMBA at 800-57-NEMBA. So if
you haven't already bought your raffle tickets, please do so. The
more tickets that you buy, the more trail projects that NEMBA can
fund.
Bill Boles, Jack Chapman, John Dudek, John Turchi
NEMBA Trail Grant Committee

Special Thanks to Rich
Donoghue and Brian Smith
NEMBA passes on our greatest thanks and gratitude to these two
NEMBA chapter presidents who are now retiring from years of volunteer service.
Richard Donoghue was the founding president of Wachusett
NEMBA who initiated the great work that the Wachusett chapter
continues to do for Leominster State Forest and beyond. Rich's
dedication, generosity and exhuberance for building trails and taking on all sorts of trail projects is unparalleled, and we wish him
well.
Brian Smith, retiring from being CT NEMBA's president, was key in
getting the Connecticut chapter on solid footing and in developing
a good relationship with the MDC staff at the West Hartford
Reservoir. Brian will continue to function as the director of the
chapter's bicycle patrol, which he founded.
Both Brian and Rich gave their all, and mountain bikers owe them
much. Ride on!
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TREADLINES

Veloswap New England, Oct.
21st, Wachusett Ski Area

Last Chance to Buy Raffle Tickets
NEMBA’s Land Access Raffle is the sole source of funding for our Trail
Grants Program, and we need all our members’ help to make this program possible. In the past, our grants program has undertaken projects
to build new trails, buy materials for boardwalk and bridges and has
helped purchase open space for trails. Buy your tickets now and show
your support: a trail is a terrible thing to waste!

Don’t miss your chance to pick up some ultra-cheap bike swag,
bikes and parts at Veloswap. Most people arrive early to get killer
deals on used and new bike stuff, and the event should be
attended by 1000s! NEMBA is helping with the event and will
have our new display booth on hand so come by and say “hi,”
We will also be doing the drawing for the Land Access Raffle
(have you bought your tickets yet?), so some lucky person will
be winning the Ted Wojcik custom hardtail!

Tickets are $10 or six for $50, and you’ll get a chance to win a Ted
Wojcik custom hardtail, a couple of high end forks from RockShox, a
set of Mavic Crossmax wheels and some USE Suspension seatposts.
The drawing will be held at Veloswap in October, so please phone in
your ticket orders today, 800-57-NEMBA.

There is still time to volunteer for the event. A couple of
hours of help will get you in free and get you complimentary tshirt. Call 800-576-3622 to volunteer. See you there!

Overend Auction Begins Nov. 12th
Log on to NEMBA.ORG starting the 12th to check out the bidding
action on Ned’s 1992 championship bike. Maybe you’ll even have the
winning bid!

Donate Bike Parts to NEMBA
Here's your chance to support NEMBA and clean out your garage
at the same time. NEMBA's Alexis Arapoff is collecting used bike
stuff for NEMBA to sell at Veloswap on October 21st. If you
want to donate your old bike parts, tools, frames, windtrainers,
etc, contact Alexis at 978-461-0975 or aaaotb@aol.com to
make arrangements to get the stuff picked up or dropped off.
He'd like the donations prior to the event so they can be sorted
and priced, so please act quickly. Anything left over from the
event will be donated to a worthy cause, such as Earn-a-Bike or
Bikes Not Bombs.

Mountain Bike Poker, Oct. 21st
Merrimack Valley NEMBA invites mountain bikers to join them at the
2000 Walk for the Woods and Mountain Bike Trailblazer on Sunday,
October 21st at the Lowell-Dracut-Tyngsboro State Forest. This event
is part of the EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride Series. Call Norman Blanchette at
978-957-0800 for details.

All Welcome at Fall Fiesta, Oct. 15
CT NEMBA is hosting a Fall Fiesta ride and party in Hamden,
Connecticut. There will be various levels of rides and lots of food and
drink. The event is free to all members, so call 203-483-9634 for
details.

Join or Renew Online
You can now join or renew your NEMBA membership online on
our secure server! Save time and postage: www.nemba.org!
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HAPPENINGS

NEMBA Returns to Pedrosfest in Style
Photos by Philip Keyes
Hundreds of NEMBA members made the annual peregrination to
the nation's largest mountain bike festival for a weekend of riding,
music and good times. Though NEMBA was not an "official" sponsor this year, lots of members led rides during the event and
Berkshire NEMBA's Mary Tunnicliffe organized all of the ride volunteers.
NEMBA debutted it's new display booth at the event, and it's gratifing for an organization of our caliber to finally have a professional-looking booth. Designed and built by Mike "Mr. Home Depot"

Rowell, the NEMBA display captures the essense of who we are
and all the great stuff that we do to ride and save the trails.
The booth was seen by thousands and hundreds of folk came by to
gawk at Ned Overend's race bike we'll be auctioning online. Special
thanks to John Turchi, Anne Shepard, and Colleen Haggerty for
helping staff the booth, along with the other NEMBA folk who
came by to lend a hand. We also thank Pedro's for providing booth
space and to Volvo who made NEMBA the beneficiary in their
Cannondale bike raffle.

NEMBA’s booth was happening this year thanks to volunteers from CT NEMBA,
Greater Boston and Blackstone Valley NEMBA. For the first time ever, Pedrosfest had
no rain and everyone enjoyed riding and hanging out in the Berkshires

NEMBA’s new display booth was masterminded by Greater Boston’s Mike
Rowell. We’ll get lots of use out of it this year and since it folds we’ll be
able to ship it off to events around New England.

CT NEMBA’s John Turchi organized a popular Treasure Hunt for all the
young kids at Pedros. All the participants were treated to some great
swag for collecting weird and zany stuff. Thanks, Turch!
There are always a few celebs lurking around Pedrosfest. This year, Philip
Keyes, er, I mean, Greg Herbold was on hand to provide a bit of color as
well as some good humor. The 1990 Downhill champ led rides and hungout
with the rest of the Pedros tribe.

The good folks at Volvo held a raffle for
a Cannonale F800 and donated the proceeds to NEMBA. Volvo is one of the
main sponsors of the event and their
crew always seems to have a great time
hanging out with fun-loving mountain
bikers.
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HAPPENINGS

Wachusett NEMBA works the Midstate
by Philip Keyes

Never too young for trail building. One of the youngest to weild a hammer, Danny Sykes,
was passionate about building bridges. His only disappointment: he wanted the bridge
big enough to stop traffic!

Wachusett NEMBA’s trail maintenance day broke new ground.
Though this was the shortest Wachusett trail day ever —only two
and a half hours long!— the volunteers installed two bridges and a
boardwalk in an area of the Midstate Trail in Westminster where
NEMBA has never done any work before!
Thirteen volunteers, three kids and three dogs,made short work of
installing the pressure-treated bridges and boardwalk, and though
we didn't have much lead time to publicize the event, it was great
to see some new faces. Jim Amidon pre-cut all the decking and
organized the perfect project, so everyone had a great time. We
also cleaned up the streams, and pulled out about 600 pounds of
garbage and old rotten lumber. The section of trail looks beautiful.
A huge thanks to Jim Amidon for going to the Midstate Trail
Committee meetings to get approval and for organizing the event ,
and thanks also to all the volunteers who came out. Wachusett
NEMBA’s last event this season will take place in Novemeber, so
stay tuned.

promotion
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O N PAT R O L

Harlem’s Trail Ambassador
You meet cool people hanging out late at night at Pedrosfest, so
I wasn't surprised to find myself drinking a beer with Ballard
Edwards IV. In his mid-50s, Ballard's a hardcore Sport Master
racer, but he's also a member of the CT NEMBA Ambassador
Program. The curious thing, though, was that he lives in the
heart of Harlem, NY, so I had a few questions:

Greater Boston Patrol "Gears" Up
with Cycle Loft, Topeak
The Greater Boston patrollers are very excited about their new gear
donated by Cycle Loft (Burlington, MA) and Topeak (Foxborough, MA).
Sponsoring the Patrol for the second year, Cycle Loft set up the Patrol
with huge CamelBak H.A.W.G.s, tools, pumps, patch kits and tubes, in
addition to a generous cash donation. Topeak, a new sponsor for the
Patrol, provided their highly-regarded Alien XS multi-tools and chain
tools. Says Greater Boston Patrol Director David Watson: "The Patrol is
very pleased. We've never been so well-equipped before, and the new
gear will allow us to do an even better job out on the trails."

CT NEMBA’s Trail Ambassadors

According to Edward Ballard, being a trail ambassador gives him the added
incentive to do what he would already be doing; helping people and the trails

Thunderstorms bringing high winds and heavy downpours swept across
the Connecticut. And they came. Fire Departments closed roads, trees
and limbs blocked roadways. And still they came. On June 11th,
Sixteen hearty souls braved the harsh weather conditions to attend the
first ever CTNEMBA Trail Ambassador Orientation. This is a statewide
Program, which aims to educate, inform and assist mountain bikers on
the trail. Trail Ambassadors will ride trails and assist other users by
directing lost riders, performing minor bike repairs, suggesting points of
interest, going for help, doing minor trail maintenance, and educating
mountain bikers to ride sensitively and responsibly.

ST: Since you live in NYC, how'd you hear about the
Ambassador Program?
I heard about the Ambassador Program from Dirt Rag, one of
the best publications around. I really want to meet the Old
Coot because I wrote him a couple of letters. I didn't know that
he was a big NEMBA guy, that's cool!
ST: Living in Harlem, why did you want to do the
Ambassador Program?
BE: I wanted to get out and see more of Connecticut. I like helping and I do it anyway if people have any problems. If someone
has a flat, I don't mind giving up a tube and getting them going.
I think things like that come back to you, you know? So, it's just
being able to share in the goodwill. Even though it's called an
Ambassador Program, I think any decent mountain biker would
do the same thing.
ST: What do you like about the program?
BE: It's good for the trails. I carry around a portable saw to
remove blowdowns and prune limbs that are blocking the trails.
I think that is helping people get into the sport. We always
want the sport to get better and nicer, and we want more
access. If we can get a good ambassador program, maybe we
can get more trails open. It helps get rid of that bad TV image of
people bombing down the trail scaring people.
ST: How long have you been a mountain biker?
BE: I started about '88 in Hawaii and as soon as I got back to
New York I started racing and upgrading my bikes. Right now
I'm sponsored by Nukeproof, Jogmate, Fat Chance and I used to
be sponsored by Powerbar and Gripshift.
ST: What do you do in Harlem?
I'm an adult education teacher, so I'm into helping people and
giving them information. This is basically what the ambassador
program is all about: telling people about NEMBA and how
important it is for the future of the trails we have in New
England.

John Turchi, CT NEMBA’s new president, poses in front of the new and improved NEMBA
Booth with Jenna Bashore and Matt Mueller, members of the Trail Ambassador Program.

Ambassadors serve as liaisons between trail users and land managers,
providing feedback to managers about trail conditions, maintenance
needs and illegal activity. During the orientation, volunteers were
trained in NEMBA's philosophies, trail etiquette, basic bicycle repair
and basic trail maintenance. Uniform jerseys were issued, along with
folding saws, bike tools, waist packs, tubes, and patch kits. CT NEMBA
purchased the gear with the help of an NRTA grant.
For the months of June and July, CTNEMBA's Trail Ambassadors have
logged over 240 hours in 23 different locations! With better weather in
August and September, the hours should easily double! Two separate
fires were extinguished before they got out of hand, numerous small
blowdowns were cleared, and countless riders learned about NEMBA.
So if you see a yellow jersey coming your way, check for the NEMBA
logo and stop and say Hi! For more info, or to sign up for next year’s
orientation, contact: Alex Sokolow, Trail Ambassador Coordinator at
asokolow@snet.net, or 203 281-0789.
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Singlespeeeeeed!

G

by Philip Keyes

ot
a
passion
for fullies?
How
about going
fully
rigid.
Want to take
it to the next
level? Make it
a fully rigid
one
speed!
Yeah, I know...
It's
nearly
impossible to
convince the
Mike Rowell in his backyard playground
multi-geared
crowd that singlespeeds aren't stupid, or at least the brainchild of
some masochist. One friend even taunted: "man, I'm gonna build
me up a 128 speed bike with a Rohloff 14 speed internal hub with
nine cogs on either side and four chainwheels in front, and I'm
gonna shift all the time, just to drive you singlespeeders crazy!"
Nevertheless, lots of riders are discovering the beauty of simplicity
and the power of oneness.
Buddhist Saying: What is the sound of one speed shifting?
The lure of the one-speed is, in essence, the purity of soul that
results from the complete abandonment of all the shifting crap
that clutters our clusters. Singlespeeds move silently through the
forest —no chainsnap, no crunching gears, no buttons. It's just
you, your bike and the trail. You won't believe all the extra brain
time you have now
that you’re not
wasting it on pondering your next
shift. Gone is the
buffer between you
and the experience
of cycling. You
pedal, the bike
moves, and since
it's fully rigid, you
move fast. Either
that, or you walk!
According to veteran singlespeeder,
Steve Elmes, of
Independent
Fabrication, "singlespeeds are all
about simplicity;
they're 100% about
riding the bike. In
Wakeman, a Surly personality
fact, when I'm on
my singlespeed, I
forget that I have just one gear. I kind of get in a groove and just
ride. It's very pure, and I find that I push myself harder." Steve even
races his singlespeed cyclocross bike and while he may spin out in
the flats, he makes up time on the climbs. You either hammer the
climbs or walk: the choice is yours.

Can't we all get along…without gears?
Singlespeeds usually have a 2:1 gear ratio. This is like being in your
middle chainwheel and in third gear in back. This may sound like a
pretty big gear, but when you consider that your bike will weigh
pounds lighter after removing the cogs, chainwheels, derailleurs,
shifters and shortening the chain, you can handle this gear without much problem. Many singlespeed bikes weigh in at a bit over
20 pounds, and this translates into incredible acceleration, especially in the whoops and in tight twisty singletrack. Under many
conditions singlespeeds are faster, and the only place they suck is
on the road and on super technical climbs where it’s difficult to
maintain momentum.
Momentum is key. You enter a hillclimb with speed, get out of the
saddle early on, and blast right up. By its nature, singlespeed
climbing has to be faster. You can't bail into the granny, so you got
to get out of the saddle and kick butt. There’s no question that
singlespeeding is harder —but maybe that's the point—and all the
out-of-thesaddle efforts
mean
that
you’re using
your arms and
shoulders to
pull back on
the handlebars
and
muscle
the bike forward. Elmes
points
out
that "singlespeeding is a
total
body
workout."
Singlespeeds
excel
on
rolling singletrack. Because
the bikes are
Eight riders ripped it up on a singlespeed ride at Pedrosfest
rigid and super
light,
they
rocket out of the corners, up the hills and into the straightaways.
Though singlespeeds haven't hit the race scene as a form of "training" (this would be contrary to the ride-for-fun singlespeed ethic),
they do make you a better rider when you get back on your multigear bike. Quad and upper body power improves. Grueling climbs
make you feel like you're pumping iron at the gym, but your sprinting power will be improved, and your ability to spin faster and
smoother enhanced.
Be forewarned, you may like the SS ride so much that you might
not ever get back onto a geared bike. Some riders realize that the
question isn't why only one speed, but is rather, why more than
one?. For SS converts, one gear is all you need. One gear, one rider,
one trail…
But can they race?
Most definitely! Team Frank has been ripping it up for years on the
EFTA race circuit with nothing but. Offbeat and hardcore, their
motto comes from a 1902 quote from some French dude: "Isn't it
better to triumph by the strength of your muscles than by the arti10

fice of the
derailleur."
The
Team
Frank are offbeat, showing
up at EFTA
A w a r d s
Banquets
dressed to the
hilt in full
tack plaid or
even wearing
masks. Their
lack of gears
hasn't held
them back at
even the more
grueling
races, such as
Singlespeeding somewhere in VT. Few things are more enjoyable
the Vermont
than a group Ss ride!
50 miler or
the Second Start Enduro.
Last month, Lloyd Graves of Independent Fabrication, singlespeeded the Shenandoah Hundred Miler outside of Harrisonburg VA.
The 100-mile race featured nearly 12,000 feet of climbing, and
Lloyd spun his 34:18 for ten hours and 45 minutes, only an hour
slower than his multi-gear time last year! "I rode the singlespeed”
says Lloyd, “because I haven't been riding all that much this year
and I just wanted to have some fun. It was a great course for a one
speed since the climbs were nice and open and the descents were
on tight singletrack, perfect for a singlespeed." In true Independent
fashion, Lloyd was the only racer on a singlespeed at the
Shenandoah!
More and more endurance athletes are breaking into singlespeeds.
Pat Irwin (interviewed in this issue) has been racing singlespeeds
for the last few years, first for Surly and this year for Airborne.
He's been focusing on the 24-hour solo races, and recently rode
the Iditasport in Alaska on his one speed. For five days he pedaled
his 32:16 to come in tenth overall—amazing! He even thinks that
using a singlespeed was to his advantage since he suffered no
mechanicals or misshifts. Just last month he attempted the singlespeed record for riding the Continental Divide, but after getting a
couple of hundred miles into the ride he had to stop because of
the forest fires. Pat is a firefighter by training, so he turned in his
bike to helped fight the blazes.
Singlespeeding also has its on-the-edge counterculture. Raucous
music, punk poetry, herbal medication and beer have inspired
more than a few singlespeed aficionados, and there are even a
couple of 'zines dedicated to the pursuit of the singlespeed mindset. Hailing from the UK, the underground 'zine, The Outcast, is
full of lore, humour and perversion (check them out at
www.yesweareontheweb.com). Another is Hurl Everstone's CarsR-Coffins (www.carsrcoffins.com). Hurl and friends organized the
2000 World Singlespeed Championships in Minneapolis (check it
out in this issue).
Perhaps the best thing about singlespeeds is that you can build
one up using your old bike for next to nothing. Adding true meaning to "re-cycling," you too can break into the singlespeed world,
and find out what it's like to ride like a kid again.

Roll Your Own Singlespeed
It's no wonder that the bike industry hasn't exactly pushed the singlespeed revolution since the easiest way to get into the action is to
convert your old hardtail. You don't
need a new gruppo or new
wheelset. If fact, if you
have an old bike gathering dust, it will cost
you only about $40 to
enter the world of
one-speeds.
To transform an old
steed, remove all the
shifting crap, all your
derailleurs and all your
You can make a singlespeed out of about almost
cogs. To make a singleany bike, even a Slingshot!
speed wheel, grab a couple
of worn out cogsets and take them apart to scavenge the spacers
between the cogs. Then pick a single cog
(one that will provide a 2:1 ratio with
the single front chainwheel), and
install it on your freehub.

Surly’s Singleator is a cheap way
to breath singlespeed life into
your old geared bike

To convert your old crank, fork
over a couple of bucks to get a set
of BMX chainring bolts. These
narrower bolts will let you get rid
of the two extraneous chainwheels. Install the middle chainring
(usually a 32 or 34, depending on
whether you're using a compact
drive) where the large chainwheel
was previously located.

Your bike probably has vertical dropouts, so you'll have to spend
30-something bucks on a chain tensioner. Surly makes one of the
best, the Singleator chain tensioner. This mounts on the derailleur
hanger and keeps the chain nice and snug. Make the chain as short
as possible.
A straight chainline is critical in order to minimize noise and to
keep the chain from being thrown off the cog. Adjust the spacers
on the rear hub so that the chain line is perfectly straight. This
might take a couple of tries, but is worth the effort.
You can use a suspension fork, but the true singlespeed ethic pushes for a rigid fork. These are usually a dime a dozen since no one
wants rigid forks anymore. However, if
your bike's geometry is suspensionspecific, make sure that the rigid
fork you put on compensates for
this. Indy Fab, Surly, Fat City and
Vicious Cycles make some primo
forks, but be prepared to spend
$200+ for one.
Lastly, consider a wider than normal handlebar. Singlespeeding
uses much more upper body to
hammer up the hills, and a good
wide bar gives better leverage.
—Philip Keyes
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Convert you freehub by scavenging
sprocket spacers from old cogsets and
finding a gear that will give you a 2:1
ratio. Make sure the chainline is
perfectly straight.

F E AT U R E

Single-Speed World Championships 2000
by Tom Everstone, Minneapolis Mafia, www.carsrcoffins.com

I

'm going to try
and recount what
I can remember
about this past
weekend, the SingleSpeed World Championships 2000 SSWC2G. Hang on...
5.11.00
Thursday
Night: the British are
coming: Chipps, and
Jo Burt arrive at
12:50 am, after a full
24 hour day of travel.
Before they even
The winner got a free tattoo! Photo courtesy of
have their luggage,
Dirt Rag Magazine.
they present me with
a bottle of 12 year old MaCallan's. This is going to be great...
5.12.00 Friday: The Dirt Rag have arrived. Beer! I pick up the
NorCal Crue at the Airport: SteveSmith, Loud John, Paul, Sasha,
Norm, Stella. 6 people, six bikes, with room to spare, thanks to the
15-passenger van I've commandeered from Mr. Adam Popp.
Friday night. Jeff Lockweed is in the building. Registration at
Grumpys City Club. Mayhem immediately ensues. Windy conditions. Banners, patio, boxes, stuff blowing all around. Anyone got
change for a $20?

feels good to be alive. Swoop back down the switchbacks to the
beach, climb out on the forced-dismount STEEP hike-a-bike, a leafy
gully going straight up. Back on the bike, slashing through more
epic singletrack, cross the railroad tracks up to the Spankinator.
Drop in, g-out, and up. Hell yeah. Back down the other side, exit
out of the woods, greeted by Zippy Peterson's "Get the Hell Out"
Stout, pit stop.This is as good a place as any for a break. What a
beautiful day. Soon, the beer runs out. I head back to the finish
line. It becomes apparent that there's been a snafu on the first lap.
Pete Webber the Intergalactic Pilot and a few others have inadvertenly missed a section, and so even though Intergalactic Pilot is
first across the line, "Tokin'" local, Hollywood Jay Henderson is the
first to cross having rode 4 entire laps. Race official Kid Riemer
offers several options to the first group of ten riders to come in,
including a 1-lap race off, or a shared title. The decision is made to
race-off, but in a display of outstanding sportsmanship, and camaraderie, Pete Webber bows to Henderson. That's a gutsy move, and
well respected, let me tell you. I knew Pete would be near the front
after seeing him decimate the single-speed field at the Fruita Fat
Tire Fest just 2 weeks prior to the SSWC2G. The snafus were far
from over though, in the female race, Catboxx Walgrave had a
commanding lead throughout the race, but went out for a 5th lap
as the finish line was not entirely evident as crowds formed at the
finish. Stella Carey crossed the line first, just ahead of Fiona
Lockhardt. More finish line discussion led to Stella being crowned
champ, and so Hollywood and Stella found themselves with fresh
ink by the nights end. Good thing this wasn't a norba event...

Back to Grumpy's for the awards! At this point a huge thankyou to
all of our sponsors: Kenwood
Across the street, pallets turned into ramps, garbage cans
Cyclery,
Tioga,
RockShox,
set on fire, pallets burning, huge circle of riders, people are
Swobo, Spot, Paul Components,
going dowwwn. Crashing and burning. Remember very litParagon
Machine
Works,
tle. My shoulder still hurts. And then the cops came...
Soulcraft, Surly, CRC, SRAM,
along with a fire truck.
Airborne, Bianchi, The Dirt Rag,
Grumpy's, Derby Werks, Inc.,
5.13.00 Saturday: THIS IS HOW A BROKEN COLLARBONE
Pedro's, Timbuk 2, Bicicleta. I'm
MIGHT FEEL... Very banged up, cut. Bruised. Broken collarsure there's more, and if I forgot
bone feeling. Off to see my lady graduate from the U of
anyone, thank you, too. Nearly
MN. Meet her dad for the first time. Alcohol on my pereveryone went home with some
son. Thank you.
king of swag. Local sawhorse
On the ride home from graduation now. Cross Hennepin
rockers, Woodshop took the
@ 1st street, dull roar with increasing volume, look down
stage and proceeded to kick out
Hennepin to the sight of a monster group of riders heading
the jams, with their crowd
down 3rd St. Holy Sh#t. At this point it hits me; we've
pleasing hit ÔDerby' as well as a
created a monster! Get home, change, grab single, ride as
fine cover of "Fried Chicken and
fast as I can to race start. Looking over the bridge, throw
Coffee." Next up, from Chicago,
the hesh, crowd roars approvingly. The start has been
Illin'-noise, The Dishes took the
modified. Course shortened, by some lady taking down The guys from Surly, Wakeman and Hurl Everstone may stage and laid down the law
have had something to do with organizing the SSW2G.
markers. Cheever confronts and handles it well.
with their aggressive agit-pop.
All the boys in their moshingly
Le Mans start. Mad rush. Bottleneck. Impressive sight. I'm guessing
best
behavior
fell
in
love
with
the
three girls on guitars. Graeme
over 280 riders. "Hurl, yr going to jail..." sez Ingy. My shoulder is
the drummer took care of business on the skins, but we were too
still throbbing. I'm just digging it, taking everything in. Kevin from
enthralled with these strong, rocking, women to notice. As much
The RideGuide interviews me in segments. I've got to go ride a lap.
noise as the two bands produced, the coolest noise of the night,
Head out on the Surly, just amazed at the size of this thing. Into
and probably I've ever heard, was yet to occur. Shortly before bar
the singletrack, swooping in and out of the trees. Come to the
time GeneO, Maurice, and Steve Smith were just about to rub their
"your choice" section. High road and play it safe? Or lowside, up
beards together. Standing near the glass-block wall separating the
over the 2x12 planks nailed to a huge fallen log. Three weeks ago, I
kitchen from the bar, apparently one of them leaned on it slightly,
wouldn't ride this. Too sketch. Today, with the crowd, the energy,
and the freestanding structure came crashing down in a crescendo
the rush, I just had to make an attempt. And I nailed it. Damn, it
of exploding glass. A deafening silence, a seeming eternity folDERBY!
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lowed, and then the remainder of the glass joined its cousins on
the ground. "That's it! Everyone get the f#ck out!" is the last thing I
remember hearing. Woo hoo!
5.14.00 Sunday morning arrived earlier than usual as supa-star
Jeffrey Blockwood had to catch a 5:30 a.m. limo to the airport. By
8, all of the San Francisco contingent were lurking about, making
last minute adjustments before catching their 9 o'clock flight out.
Sunday morning, after Lockweed and the Bay Area Bashers left,
The Dirt Rag showed up to say sayonara, claim their keg, and do
some dumpster diving. Various childrens toys were extracted, and
a ladies free spirit 10-speed was rescued, then sacrificed to the Dirt
Rag van, Maurice giving Dodge love to the Sears-Roebuck bicycle.
They then drove swiftly into that gentle good morning, stopping
off at the Modern Cafe, before attacking their 16 hour drive.
Godspeed, Dirt Rag! By then it was up to Matt Chester and Brian
Hannon to accompany me to the Modern Cafe for breakfast.
Chipps and Jo slept like Englishmen. At 1 o'clock, a group met at
Grumpy's. It was here that I found my Surly 1x1. It was missing
when I woke up; I was certain someone had borrowed it to ride
home the night before. Turns out I had left it behind in the
Grumpy's parking lot when I absconded with the sswc2g tshirt
boxes the night before. Bad move, driving.
GeneO led us on a ride along the river, sampling some of our finest

local singletrack, while escorting Blick and Delacruz to the airport
to catch their flight home to Laguna Beach. Four hours later, we
were toast, we including, Chipps, Jo Burt, E.Richter, Ben Hewitt,
and yours truly. Refueling at Baja Tortilla Grill, E & I went out on
the 3rd Annual Northeast Bar Hop ride, hosted by Breakfast Served
All Day and J. Gerlach.
5.15.00 Monday morning was an open-air breakfast at the
Sunnyside Up, and while Chipps, Jo, and Ben endured one more
GeneO bushwack ride, Eric and I drank coffee at Bob's Java Hut
before paying a visit to Castelli USA, along with Cyclesport
International, my old Team Catera pals. At 5 o'clock I strapped
Chipps' and Jo's bike on the roof of the Foxy Wagon, and hauled
the limey bastards, along with long, tall Vermonter Ben Hewiit to
the airport. Monday night, Eric, GeneO, Catboxx, Kelli, Shauna,
and myself walked in the light rain to Origami and spent $300 on
sushi. Gorged, I went home and went to bed.
Today it is Thursday, May 18. I am still wiped out from this monumental weekend. My shoulder still throbs. It's a wonder how I didn't break my collarbone. It's amazing that the Mpls. Mafia pulled
off such an over-the-top event. Far beyond my expectations.
Though I knew that the hardcorpse would break necks to put on a
good show, it could have been marred in any number of ways. It's
humbling. I'm proud. I'm stoked. I can't believe no one went to jail.
Thank you to all of you for your own unique contributions.

To Single or Not to Single?
by Mike Rowell
Is singlespeeding just another form of self expression? Is it a new,
purist attitude toward cycling or is it just another marketing ploy
to make us think we need yet another purpose specific bike? That
is the question I found myself faced with in regards to Single
Speeds.
It's a radical fringe thing, it's a rebellion thing, maybe it’s even a
masochistic thing. I simply didn't know, because I hadn't tried it.
I've never tried jumping off a cliff either, but that doesn't mean I
can't say I don't like it, does it? Anyhow, that all changed a month
or so back, thanks to some severe strong-arm tactics of some folks
who had "seen the light".
Since then I have done a bunch of different single speed mountain
rides. With each of the first few rides came new meaning and
insight into what single speeds were all about. At first, I realized
that it was just a convenient excuse for, basically anything. "I didn't
make the climb because I was on my single speed" or "I didn't
wheelie drop that ledge because of the low torque ratio on my single speed". It was a built in excuse.
Next I came to realize that the allure went past excuses and was
more accurately about suffering. Bang for the buck, a rigid single
speed mountain bike will beat you with more efficiency than
almost any other form of cycling. The strain goes past lower body
well into the upper-body. After a few good climbs on a single
speed, your legs, heart, arms, shoulders, wrists and even jaws will
be aching. Self torture, plain and simple.
Recently, however, I've come to realize what I think is the true
meaning of the single. One simple word sums it all up, fun. Is it
fun because it's purist or because it's a form of rebellion or because
it's radical? No, I don't think so. The bottom line is that it is fun
because it is yet another re-discovery of the fun in offroad cycling.
Single speeds are just different enough to let you re-discover what
you already knew, that mountain biking is a whole mess of fun.
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Black Singlespeeders of the 25th US Infantry
Bicycle Corp, 1896-1897
by Philip Keyes (inspired by the recent PBS documentary, The Bicycle Corp)

I

Massachusetts.

n 1896 and 97, a
intrepid group of
African-American
soldiers from Fort
Missoula's 25th US
Infantry rode their
singlespeed bicycles
almost 3000 miles in
an attempt to prove
that bicycles were
more efficient than
horses for military
use.

In early August 1896, the
Corp's commander, Lt. Robert
A. Moss, led his troops
across rugged terrain for a
three-day round trip from
Fort Missoula, Montana to
Lake McDonald. The troops
pedalled through scrappy
countryside and on rutted
dirt roads for 126 miles, and
though flat tires and deep
mud marred the journey,
Moss deemed it a success
and made plans for second,
more ambitious venture.

Led by a young white
commander and passionate cyclist, the
newly formed Bicycle
On August 19th 1896, the
Corp engaged in
black soldiers rode their sinthree epic journeys of
glespeed bikes from Fort
increasing distance
Missoula and headed to
Military
bike
use
was
more
common
in
Europe,
but
in
the
US,
it
was
the
25th
US
Infantry
which
pushed
the
and difficulty on one
limists of bikes in their 1900 mile venture from Missoula, Montana to St. Louis, Missouri. Photo courtesy of Yellowstone Park by way of
speed bicycles manuthe University of Monatana Library
the Rocky Mountains. They
factured and donated
attempted to avoid the hellby the Spalding & Bros. Bicycle Company of` Chicopee,
ish mud roads and steep mountains by riding railway beds, a brutally jarring experience exacerbated by the lack of gravel bedding
between the railroad ties. However, the corps made the 800 mile
journey to Yellowstone in only eight days, and were greeted by
dumbfounded tourists who gawked at them riding tricks around
the spewing geysers. Equally amazed were the troops, many of
whom had never even ridden a bicycle before. They grew fit and
their spirits were high on cycling.
Their bicycles were of heavy steel with rims of laminated wood and
steel. A luggage case was mounted within the frame's diamond to
carry tools, meager amounts of food and personal supplies.
Bedding and tents were wrapped around the handlebars, and each
bicyclist carried a 10-pound Krag-Jorgensen rifle and a 50-rounds
of ammo. All told, the bicycles weighed in at 59 pounds of clanking gear, rubber and steel.
Riding through the 100 degree August torpor, the handlebars
would heat up to infernal temperatures and some soldiers complained of burning their hands while holding the metal bars. The
only luxury item brought by Moss was a 4" by 5" Kodak camera,
used to document the adventure.
The extreme terrain forced the troops to pedal, push and carry
their bikes through mud, sagebrush, wind, dust and even snow.
Crossing a mountain pass the troops hauled their bikes through 8
foot snowdrifts. They biked for upwards of 60 miles a day, and
many became exhausted from the travail of carrying their bikes
across rivers and rocky chasms, and each day took its toll on the
bikes, breaking rims, damaging forks and pedals, and puncturing
tires. During the evening while the troops slept, mechanic Private
John Findley would spend entire nights repairing the bikes for the
next day's journey. He was the consummate bike mechanic, ingenious and capable. He was also the most accomplished rider.
Their last voyage was the longest. Lt. Moss plotted out a course
14

and members of the 25th Infantry were
reassigned to battle. After the war, automobiles became more plentiful and
became the logical choice for military
transport. The bicycle experiment was
quickly forgotten, and the troops didn't
speak much about their incredible bicycle journeys. Curiously, even Moss never
referred to the bicycle experiment in his
later writings.

from Fort Missoula to St. Louis, Missouri, a 1900mile trek across Montana, Wyoming, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and into Missouri. He
selected 20 soldiers for the epic trip, and on June
14th 1897, they headed east toward the
Continental Divide. Supportive bicycle clubs greeted them along the way and urged them on, while
less friendly citizens—hostile to "union" soldiers,
especially Negro soldiers—offered little help with
places to rest or camp. Since they only carried
food for two days, it was imperative they maintain
a rigorous schedule onward through the rugged
terrain.

Though Lt. Moss organized the experiment, the trip was in large part executed
by a heroic black sergeant named Mingo
Sanders, a native of South Carolina.
The corps stopped at the site of Custer's Last
Sanders motivated his troops to continStand and with the help of a local curator, rode
ue riding through unbearable conditions
their bikes along the same ill-conceived route
of snow, rain and heat, and kept morale
taken at Little Bighorn some 21 years prior. The
as high as possible. In the years followsite was still littered with the bleached bones of
ing the experiment Sanders fought along
the horses which died in the battle.
side Roosevelt's RoughRiders, and at the
They averaged 55 miles a day and after 41 days
insurrection in the Philippines. However,
rode triumphantly into St. Louis where they were
Riders carried almost 60 pounds of gear, including a rifle he died a virtual pauper after the entire
greeted by an enthusiastic crowd and hundreds of
and 50 rounds of ammo. Photo courtesy of the
25th Infantry was dishonorably disSt. Louis cyclists. Tellingly, the top military brass
University of Monatana Library
charged after charges were leveled against
was conspicuously absent. Yet according to Lt.
a few of the troops for shooting up a neighborhood in Brownsville,
Moss' calculations, the expedition cost only 1/3 what it would
Texas. The discharge—the only one ever made against an entire
have cost if it had been made with horses, and his report urged
regiment—was revoked by the military in 1973, but only two
that a bicycle corps be created in all the nation's regiments.
members of the 25th Infantry were still alive. Sanders died in the
However, the age of the military bicycle was doomed. Soon after
1920s during an operation to amputate his foot.
the expedition came the outbreak of the Spanish American War,

The Best in Mountain, Road, and Cyclocross Bikes
Power Bars, Water bottles,
Socks, Gloves, Tool Kits,
Pumps, Gift Certificates.

We specialize in Custom Fits!

510 N. Main St.
Leominster MA 01453

978-534-BIKE (2453)
Located at Rt. 2 & Rt. 12N (Exit 31B)
Next to Staples
Open 7 Days a Week

Gear Works Cyclery is proud to announce the addition of the SPECIALIZED line of bicycles, clothing, helmets, shoes and accessories to our list of high quality manufacturers.
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The Mojave 250 Mile Death Race
by Bruce Jones, Cape Cod

In early June, I left Cape Cod's cozy green jungle, boarded a 747
and flew to San Francisco. Three of my nine teammates-including
Hearney, a fifty one year old who ran the Boston Marathon wearing
a replica of Old North Church-whisked me to the East Bay home of
The Guru, a smart-mouthed builder and mentor to the younger
members of our team.
We loaded The Guru's 1983 Ford van and headed off for The
Mojave 250 Mile Death Race.
The Death Race is a twenty one leg traverse of the mountainous
Mojave National Preserve. Thirteen of the legs are for runners; the
remaining eight legs, for road or mountain bikes.
The Preserve, 15% of the Mojave Desert, is about the size of
Delaware. It is known for creosote brush, burroweed, soaring temperatures and gale force winds. We had ponyed up the $550 entry

EFTA/NEMBA
Fun Ride Series
Marked Loops!
All Levels!
Ride at your Own Pace!
Best Trails in New England!
Self-guided!

Oct. 21 Lowell-Dracut-Tyngsboro State
Forest Fun Ride, 978-957-0800

fee, named ourselves the Endorphin Addicts, and were blissfully
unaware of what lay ahead.
The race is sponsored by the Orange County Marshall's
Department and attracts all branches of the military. Non-militaristic in attitude and appearance, we are a little concerned that
we'll look like a bunch of Deadheads crashing an American Legion
Convention.
At midnight, after a long day in the van, we crest a set of hills that
would be a major mountain range in New England, and spy our
destination: a bright beacon of light bisected by Interstate 15.
We walk our bikes through the clanging, bonging casino cacophony of Whiskey Pete's. The dead-eyed gamblers never see us-fear
and loathing and still forty miles west of Vegas.
At 4:30 a.m. we get up and hook up with our remaining teammates, brothers Jason and Blake in their ancient VW van.
The Death Race starts at a chilly 6 a.m. Blake runs ten mile Leg #1
across the valley floor and finishes in sixty three minutes. The
twenty two year old kid is so green-eyed, curly blond-haired beautiful that young women would find Leonardo DiCaprio repulsive by
contrast. Life is unfair. And to prove the point, some Marine with
an Evander Holyfield upper body dusts Blake by more than six minutes. Blake hands off to Jason who matches his brother's mileage
and time.
Eighteen year old Keith, muscles his Kmart mountain bike through
fourteen miles of sand and hands off to Smilin' Dave who climbs
six miles to the summit of the New York Mountains. The XFiles
vista sports lily-like wildflowers and stunted cholla cactus; parched
signs to old mining camps explain why roads exist here at all.
Vans, chase cars and luxurious motor homes leapfrog each other,
supporting competitors now strung out over several miles. Our
van begins to look like a plastic recycling depot. It becomes clear
we are going to run out of liquids before we run out of race.

Nov. 24 FOMBA Turkey Burner Fun Ride
www.fomba.com
All rides will have a nominal fee. Call the organizer for details and directions.

WWW.NEMBA.ORG
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The day, long and hot, develops a fuzzy rhythm: Drive, run, drive,
bike, drive, suck Gatorade. We have two vans-young and old. The
VW has five team members
all under twenty five. Not
runners and not cyclists but
all gifted jocks, they are all
disgustingly long and lean .
The five of us in The Guru's
van average forty eight years
old-love handles have established
an
impregnable
beachhead.
The Guru has tried to organize the twenty one legs of
the race so that the two
vans can alternate down
time. But the eleventh member of our team, Miguel,
bails right before we leave,
throwing the schedule out
the window. Speculation
centers on money and fitness but The Guru mentions
that Miguel is an illegal and might be concerned about approaching
the Mexican border. Never having met Miguel, I figure seventy two
hours with ten semi-wild suburban gringos may have put him off
his water. Then again, the Border Patrol did finish mid-pack last
year. (Are the Endorphin Addicts the only unarmed team?)

mountain bikers who passed me. But then I discover I don't have
enough gears. Or maybe I can't pedal fast enough. Or maybe I'm
getting beaten by younger, fitter
athletes. Middle age is humbling.
I hand off to The Guru, whose
eight mile anchor leg brings us to
the finish, twenty one hours after
we started.
At the finish line no one is
standing around drinking beer.
It's dark, it's cold, it's three a.m.
We finish in the middle of the
pack. All the teams packing pistols have whipped us. Even the
Coast Guard. But we are happy,
self-congratulatory,
satisfied.
Success is in the process, the
long day and night.
We hump back to Whiskey Pete's
and maneuver past the ever-present Dead Eyes. I suck an orange
as I shower and climb into bed as
The Guru's Casio once again beeps its 4:30 a.m. song.
Later that day I take a redeye back to Boston. At 6:30 a.m. I get
naked in Central Parking and put on the fresh clothes hanging in
my car. I'm behind my desk at 7:30-4:30 out West.

The Guru, in honor of my recent hip replacement, sadistically gives
me Miguel's extra leg.
Hearney, one of God's frozen people, sheds his parka to run shoulder-to-shoulder with an Orange County Marshal. Fifty three year
old triathlete Liotta, gets kicked on Old Highway 66 by an anorexic
in a skinsuit riding the perfect wind piercing missile.
Our van sprints to a desert oasis only to find it closed. Back at the
exchange point, a kindly competitor shares Fig Newtons and fluid.
The young guys are sitting in the rusty VW, sloshing warm beer,
youthfully immune to death by dehydration.
The Guru picks up the baton for Leg #15, and a hot tailwind propels him toward the 6600 foot summit of the Granite Mountains. I
take the pavement for the second of my three legs and spend fifteen miles climbing 2000 feet, but I'm rewarded with a five mile,
45 MPH downhill.
Dusk and cool air arrive. The desert is magnificent-pulsating purple. Jason completes his bike leg in darkness. Burke, an EMT, and
Ken, an English professor, complete their legs on this moonless
night. We cross I-15 and find our first gas station in sixteen hours.
I wolf two Snickers and a cup of sugared coffee. Back in the van I
rub my cramping quads with Tiger Balm and fall asleep.

FAT BEAT
You Can Beat ‘Em, You Can Join ‘Em
It took two great companies to develop the new
Merlin Fat Beat.
Up front, we developed a special frame to
accomodate a Fatty Headshok, Cannondale’s
innovative, lightweight suspension system. On the
back, we incorporated the best rear suspension
system available: the Moots YBBeat. And in the
middle?

I awake refreshed and outfit my bike with lights. My last leg is
twenty one miles, most of it dirt. From a plateau I climb steadily
higher, searching for the smoothest path in rutted sand. The limits
of my bike are illuminated by the helmet-mounted searchlight of a
hard charging, dual-suspended fat tire freak, whose knobby tires
choke me with dust. It gets worse-I crest another pass and plunge
down six miles of jackhammer, staccato washboard. Fat Tire Freak
light bobs his way into the distance. I hold on for body-chattering
life, fearful of being launched into some prickly cactus. (Can my
hip come unglued and unscrewed? Can I upgrade to titanium?!). I
pump my fist in victory when I hit pavement, knowing that my relatively skinny, high pressure tires will help me reel in the two

It’s all Merlin. And it’s all the rage.

www.merlinbike.com
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S I D E T RAC K S

Two Old Ladies Sitting in a Laundromat in
Damariscotta, Maine; or Why I've Gone Single
By RudeBoyTroy34x18 (Formerly Dr. Chainsnap, AKA Shorta Yuasa)

Two old ladies are sitting in a Laundromat in Damariscotta, Maine.
One of them has curlers in her hair, preparing for tonight's bingo.
The two are at the same cycle - the whites and linens are already
folded while the colors are still in the dryer. The sun is already
starting to set even though the 6 o'clock church bells haven't rung
yet. Hunting season cannot be too far.
One of them turns to the other: "So, I says to Margie, 'don't you
think your granddaughter is too young to be going to that Britney
somethin's concert in Boston with her boyfriend?' Why she ain't
even in high school yet. These kids today! I told her I hope she's
ready to be a great grandmother soon."
Her friend replies: "Gosh Rose, this life's gotten too complicated.
Paper, or plastic? DSL, or wireless? Digital, or analog? In this life of
infinite possibilities, I think sometimes having no choice, like single speed biking, is a form of liberation."
"Oh Millie, you should see the clothes (if you can call it that!) that
girl and her friends are parading around in. I saw them at Reny's
last week buying back to school clothes. They all have their belly
buttons showing. What's worse, all their mothers try to dress like
that. It's like they have no shame!"
Millie drops two more quarters into the dryer. She knew that the

fourth bath towel would make her wash longer this week. "I think
single speed mountain biking connects me not only to the first
bike I ever owned as a little girl, but the feeling of freedom it
brought me. Remember when our parents took off the training
wheels and let us ride into town on our own? I made a conscious
effort to make the single speed ride different from my multi speeder. I installed a longer 180mm cranks, a real short 80mm stem, and
a wide 26 inch riser bar - all in an effort to give me more leverage
and a more upright position for the climbs. I also changed the
stock 36-tooth chainring on my Voodoo Nzumbi with a Spot
Brand 34-toother to give a slightly less than a 2:1 (34x18) ratio to
better tolerate the hills. I also got a bombproof rear wheel from
Spot, the single speed specialists out of Washington. And for some
inexplicable reason, I decided to put a sticker reading "Angry
Asian" on the top tube, and a plastic sumo wrestler squeaker on
the handlebar for personal touch. Don't ask me why. I've loved this
bike from the very first ride."
Rose is still fuming. She hasn't fully realized that her dryer had
stopped minutes ago. She wasn't done yet. "I remember her mother when she went to school with my boys. Everyone thought she
was a party girl. I don't even think she finished high school. That's
why I couldn't believe it when my Bobby got the same job as her at
Bath Iron when he graduated! It's like all that schooling doesn't

Injured?
Don’t get taken for a ride.
Call the experienced lawyers who
understand the cyclist’s point of view.

Auto Collisions
Product Defects
Dog Attacks

Breakstone, White-Lief & Gluck, P.C.
Boston, MA
800-379-1244
www.bwglaw.com
lawfirm@bwglaw.com
Proud sponsors of
NEMBA
Northeast Bicycle Club
Charles River Wheelmen
Advocates for Cyclists Throughout New England
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matter. I guess they don't care what's in your head. All that matters is that you show up for their work."
"I remember reading one bike magazine," Millie ponders out loud.
"One lame writer was whining how with single speed, you are
never in the right gear. I was really mad after I read that until I saw
his puffy pale face in a picture. I mean, it's not like he could take
my Nzumbi to a chairlift and not look stupid. I also don't agree
with this notion that to single speed you must ride a rigid fork for
purity's sake. I got plush Judy SL 100mm travel. It's like saying how
pure Carpal Tunnel Syndrome is. No thanks! This isn't some retro
grouch or punk manifesto ride I got here. It's Halloween every time
I throw my leg over the thing! As far as I'm concerned, I'm always
in the right gear. I'm all about the ride."
"Oh for heaven's sake, Millie! I don't know what you are mumbling
about. My Bobby put in 15 good years there, and they promoted
that single hussy mother and her colored friend ahead of him. All
that affirmative action crap never made this country any stronger.
Well, my boy just couldn't take it any more. One day, he just got
up and left his family behind. Now he sends his kids postcards on
their birthdays and Christmas."
"You know what else I like best about single speed biking, Rose? All
the freaks in the bike culture it brings out. Have you heard about
that guy Hurl from CarsRCoffins? What about that crazy Outcast
'zine from England? And Surly's Singleator chain tensioners, which
allow people to convert their bikes with vertical dropouts into single speeders, have resurrected old bikes collecting dust in cellars. I
once saw a guy convert an old Sling Shot (you know, with only a

cable for down tube?) into a one-er. It was a hoot! He even painted
flames on the top tube! Finally - not that this means anything substantial - beer is often consumed far more after single speed rides
than after any other rides. I like that."
"I can't believe the summer is almost over. What a horrible weather
we had this year, huh? I can't remember when I used the attic fan
last. Little Jimmy was all excited about getting a new bow for this
season. Said he's gonna bag for his favorite grammy a five point
buck this year. Isn't he sweet?"
"Rose, life is complex. Raising a family is complex. My job is complex. When I get a chance to ride these days, I don't want to ride
something that requires my checking 'the bushings' of anything. I
don't want to know when my bike is going to be ready at the shop.
I don't need 27 glorious gears (soon to be 30, I hear!) to have fun.
You know what? I've gotten to be hell of a hill climber since I started single speeding. I feel strong. Yeah, so I gotta walk up some
crazy steep hills once in a while, but even those are becoming less
frequent these days. I got my crazy friends all into it. We have a
blast. No, single speeding ain't some revolution or new thing. It's
just the ride thing."
As if struck by a bolt of inspiration, Rose mutters softly, "You mean
34 up front."
Millie winks and replies, "And 18 in the back!"
Together, they raise their arms towards the blushing evening sky
over Lincoln County tonight, flashing a "V" with each hand.
"Single f#$%ing speed, hot mamma!!!"
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Pat Irwin, Singlespeed Racer
Interview by Philip Keyes

S

sister to ride with her kid, and I ended up
keeping it because I liked it so much. I
haven't been on a geared bike since!

ome riders push it to the limit, others live
in the limits. Pat Irwin, from the Smoky
Mountains of Tennessee, is one of them.
Pat's a singlespeeder who spends his life looking for the challenging races and rides that will
push his one gear to the max. Together with
his fellow endurance teammate, John
Stamsted, Pat has been specializing in the 24hour and adventure races-all on one gear.

Last year I was sponsored by Surly —I'm a
great, great fan of Surly bikes— and I did
about five or six 24 hour races and then did
the Worlds, where I got 11th on my singlespeed. Now I'm riding for Airborne, which
has been a great deal, riding my first Ti bike
I've ever been on. Of course, it's a singlespeed. [Laughs]. And it's been a good year.

ST: So you've been doing the extreme singlespeeding scene, huh?

I do all the 24 hour races I can get to, but
now I'm beginning to branch out a little bit
since I've kind of been there/done that with
the 24 hour races. So this year I went up to
Alaska to race the Iditasport and the
Extreme. I kind of thought the singlespeed in
Alaska was an advantage because of less
worries about mechanicals and shifting problems in the cold.

Extreme singlespeeding! [Laughs]. That's me!
[Chuckles some more] I got too slow to be a
good NORBA racer—which I never cared for
anyway—and I got into the ultra stuff on my
own by riding to NORBA races to watch my
friends race. So I was doing double centuries
to and from the races on a mountain bike. It's
John Stamsted who brought it to the forefront
-he's the real trail blazer-and more and more
races started up for solo competitors, and
that's what we've been doing. I raced three
years on a regular geared bike, and then a couple of years ago I built up a singlespeed for my

The Iditasport was a great experience. We
wound up in a three-way tie for forth place
and finished the same day as the leaders did,
like Stamsted did, just a few hours behind
him. I finished a half hour shy of five days along with two other
guys. It's just an experience!
ST: What do you think about in a race like that?
Food, water, sleep, survival. In Alaska, that's it. It's so remote you
literally step back 100 years. It's funny because you really see and
hear what you want to hear. You start to smell food when there
isn't any, you hear people who aren't there. You see and hear what
you want to see and hear, and it's the first time I've ever been
through that!
Just last Friday I flew in from Montana where I was attempting to
do the Great Divide Route just across Montana, which is about
700 miles on a singlespeed, shooting for the record. I was 200
miles into it when I hit a road block at the Helena National Forest,
and because of the fires, they shut down the forest. So I rode a
little bit farther on the road, but riding on the highway on a 32:16
just wasn't why I was there, so I bailed out and fought fires for a
week, then flew up to the Pedros Mountain Bike Festival, and will
probably head back out to Montana to help out the cause a little
bit more. Sometimes you just have to put the bike down and do
what you gotta do.
I am a firefighter and have been for the last seven years, and it's
kind of my duty at this point. As much as I want to stay on my
bike and train for Worlds in the end of September, I got to do it
and help out.
ST: What is the singlespeed experience?
I think as a whole in the industry it is a fad, but there are going to
be those like myself. I don't know what it is. People ask me why a
singlespeed, and I don't know: I just enjoy it. Maybe I'm trying to
simplify things as technology progresses so much. Sometimes
you just want to keep it simple. It’s certainly a no-brainer: you
get out there and you just pedal, and if you can't pedal, you walk.
And that's it. I love the simplicity and it's fun.
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BIKE CANDY

Surly 1x1 — One is All you Need
by Jason Pare, Wachusett NEMBA

T

he decals on the frame of this
bike tell a story all their own:
"Fatties Fit Fine", "4130,
'natch", "One F%#king Speed". Oh,
wait. The Lung donated that last
slogan.
What can you say about the Surly
1x1 "Rat Ride" single speed frame
that hasn't already been said? By
now just about everybody on the
MTB scene has heard about those
wacky folks from Minneapolis who
are riding drunken derbies, hosting
Singlespeed World Championships,
inciting impromptu urban bonfires,
and generally preaching the gospel
of the One.
At under 300 bucks, Surly's budget-priced specialty frame appealed
to the cheapo in me, so I got me
one 'o them Rat Ride frames and
rigid fork jobbers, size large, and
built it up with a hodgepodge of
parts that I "procured" from various
sources. Doctor Chainsnap donated the Paul rear wheel that he
cast off his Voodoo in favor of something with greater Juju. The
crank and front wheel are old LX units I had hanging around (when
you ride MTB for a while, old parts just seem to pile up). I splurged
on a bar (Bontrager Crowbar), stem (Kore) and post (Salsa - that
weird new design that uses a cam to clamp the saddle rails), and
off I went.

Don't get me wrong, I haven't put my freeride hardtail up for sale
yet. However, I have been riding the Surly regularly, and it has definitely found a place in my heart.

I christened this bad black Betty with a maiden voyage in Vermont,
at the Pukeboyz 2nd annual Great VT Singletrack Conspiracy.
Nothing like working a 34-18 through the hills of Vermont in an
oxygen deprived stupor to help you rethink your definition of "fun".
Singlespeed bikes definitely favor the kind of riders who dig pain
and suffering. Pushing your body to the limits, that kind of thing.
So how's the bike? It's pleasure and pain, baby. Hurts so good.
Remember when you were 12 or 15 years old, kickin' in the neighborhood on your BMX? That's what it feels like. Every time I throw
a leg over, I find myself fighting the urge to set up a scrap plywood
and cinder block ramp and do some Evil Knevil sh#t. The rigid fork
feels like a rigid fork. Rattles your teeth in your head on the rough
stuff. 90% of mountain bikes sold today come w/ suspension forks,
and for good reason. But after riding a 100mm fork full time, it's
pretty cool to carve quick, precise turns on the Surly hard fork.
And the 34-18 gear will reward stompers over spinners or cadence
freaks (in the woods, anyway).
One of the coolest things about this bike is its responsiveness.
Want to drop the hammer? Just stand up, put your foot down, and
go baby. Don't worry about what gear you need for the climb coming up. Just start stomping and build the momentum to carry you
up the hill. You're always in the right gear since one is all you got.
Another advantage: it's the stealth bike. Nice quiet hub, no chain
slap, no gear grinding. Need more convincing? You're never going to
break off a derailleur, and you'll never blow a shift. It plumps when
you cook 'em.
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Las Vegas: Singletrack in Sin City
story and photos by Tom Greene, Greater Boston

T

here's no shortage of things to do in this town. But
in the daylight hours, the sun beats down on the
Vegas strip and heats the concrete and asphalt to
temperatures equaling that of a blast furnace. The monolithic hotel-casinos which are mind numbingly illuminated at night begin to look fake and contrived in the pale
mid-day sun.
So besides checking out the leaks in the Hoover Dam
what else is there to do in Vegas during the day? If you
are into trail riding Vegas is home to some serious desert
singletrack. On our recent visit to Sin City, Reenie and I
were jonesing to ride it.

Las Vegas: Land of Elvis, a mini-reconstruction of New York city, exploding and
sinking pirate ships, erupting volcanoes,
white tigers, moving sidewalks, shotgun
wedding chapels, and all-you-can-eat crab
leg buffets.

Since we needed a ride to the trails from the hotel and
rental bikes—and since they are cool enough to give
NEMBA members a 10% discount—I figured I would give
Escape Adventures of Las Vegas a call and set up a full
day tour. Escape Adventures is a combination Bike Shop
and Tour Outfitter which operates using Vegas as it's
home base. Besides leading day and half-day tours on the local
trails they also lead multi-day trips throughout the South West,
California, Oregon and as far away as New Zealand.
On our scheduled tour day, Jared (the guide dude) showed up at
our hotel with a van and two swank rental bikes. I got to ride a
Gary Fisher Sugar full suspension, and Reenie was provided with a
Santa Cruz Heckler fully. As it turned out the tour consisted solely
of Reenie and myself— cool!

Concerned Long Island Mountain Bike Association

On the drive out to the trails Jared asked what kind of riding we
were into - Climbing? - yeah sure - Technical? - more technical
than the Rock Loaded New England Nasty Track? Yeah right!
Essentially we conveyed the following point: Give us the all-youcan-ride singletrack buffet please, and don't skimp on the rocks !
After a pleasant half hour drive we rolled into the trailhead parking
lot for Cotton Wood Canyon. On this ride we were going to sample the 'Mustang Trails'. According to Jared, the trails we were
going to be riding this day were originally created by the population of wild horses that inhabit the area. When mountain biking
became popular in the Vegas metro area the existing horse trails
were adopted by mountain bikers with permission of the Bureau of
Land Management.
Exiting the parking lot we began a gradual middle ring climb on a
twisting hard packed singletrack. While the tune of Elvis' Viva Las
Vegas rang in my ears, the trail meandered along through the boulders and cacti slowly gaining elevation above the valley floor. The
tread was technical enough to keep it interesting, the weather was
clear, the air was clean and the temperature cooled considerably as
we climbed up the hillside. As a back drop to this experience much
taller mountains rose sharply in front of us. Unlike the barren
desert we were traveling through the mountains were forested at
the peaks with a patchy snow covering in the shady areas.
Stopping to take a break after the first twenty minutes or so I was
blown away by how far up we had climbed. Far below you could
see the parking lot where we started and the rock formations of
Red Rock canyon far off in the distance.
Soon after this initial climb the trail leveled out and we began an
awesome stretch of singletrack which snaked along darting around
and in between boulders with the occasional dry stream bed gully
to launch down and back up the other side—that was a rush! I did
my best to stay on Jared's wheel, who by the way is one hell of a
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the day the locals do night rides
sans lights. This seems totally
doable to me—there's absolutely
nothing in the way of tree cover
and the ground is sandy and light
colored so it reflects whatever
moon light is shining at the time.

rider. After more awesome
one-track, and even more
climbing (and Jared and me
getting our collective rear ends
handed to us on this one particular 'un-climbable' technical
climb by Reenie) we were ready
for the B.D.H. —a.k.a. The Big
Downhill!
Take a trail just like the one we
just did on the way up, turn it
around in the other direction
and what you get is one hell of
a good time. Just steep and
open enough so that you can
carry a lot of speed (I found
myself spinning out a 42 x 11)
but not so steep that you need
to be on the brakes all the
time. It was like a wide open slalom course through the rocks and
Joshua trees. Yowza !
Twenty-seven some odd miles later the singletrack spit us out back
at the van. A bagel sandwich, Yohoo Chocolate Drink, Salsa Verde
Doritos, and a post ride buzz kept me happy on the return ride
back to the hotel. At this point Reenie and I quickly decided to do
it all over again the next day.

For tours, trail info and rentals
contact Escape Adventures —
800-596-2953. Tell them NEMBA
sent you and receive your 10%
off. Reportedly, group tours can
be on the slow side—so if you
are looking for something hardcore you should consider arranging a private tour.
Although the riding we did in
Vegas was great, I wouldn't plan
a week of just riding there, especially considering the fact that the mountains of Southern Utah,
Brian Head and Utah Color Country are just a half days drive away.
But if you happen to be in Vegas on business or a vacation, or you
are using Vegas as a Fly-In destination for your mountain bike trip
out west, I would definitely recommend checking out the trails.

Back on the strip that night we sampled only a tiny fraction of
what there is to do in Las Vegas: We did a few laps in the 'lazy
river' pool at the hotel, checked out 'Star Trek—The Experience'
where I had the opportunity to practice my Klingon (it's not good I
learned). Eventually I lost six bucks to the one armed bandit, had
an awesome dinner at a revolving restaurant, and on the way back
to the hotel we watched some dancing fountains precisely choreographed to the tune of 'Rain Drops Keep Fallin On My Head.'
Where else in the world can you rail some pretty serious singletrack in the day and do all this stuff at night?
The next day feeling rejuvenated we were ready to ride more one
track. Since we were taking off that afternoon I was looking forward to another post ride buzz for the long flight home, plus a
hearty appetite required to stomach airline food! Jared showed up
again, and on the drive out asked us if it was cool if we met up and
rode with a couple of other guys from the shop —at the trail head
we met up Pat and John— on tap for that day were some local
knowledge goods.
Starting from a small township on the outskirts of the city, we
began a climb up a skinny goat path precariously carved into the
scraggy mountainside—it climbed sometimes steeply, swicthbacking on itself until it topped us out at an incredible view of the surrounding desert and the Vegas skyline in the distance. From there I
looked across and saw the next B.D.H. ahead—the trail ran across
the ridge, over stretches of volcanic rock and deep orangy—red soil
packed and baked harder than pavement and between solitary
Joshua trees. Several hours and tens of miles later we were back at
the start—savoring soft drinks in the shade of a small country
store talking about how great the ride was.
411
We were in Vegas in mid-April, even then the temperature was
exceeding 90 degrees—but hey it's a dry heat! To avoid the heat of
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MORE PLACES TO RIDE

Meshomasic State Forest, Portland CT
by Stuart Johnstone,Greater Boston

M

eshomasic is a secret giant. At first glance it is an empty
woodland traversed by a few lonely gravel roads but a closer
look reveals every level of mountain biking on both singletracks and doubletracks, all in a location that's convenient to many.
Background
Located at the center of the state, Meshomasic has the honor of
being Connecticut's, and New England's, first state forest. It was
established in 1903 with the purchase of 355 acres in Portland (at a
price of about $1.75/acre) and has since grown into the neighboring
town of East Hampton to its current size of nearly 8,000 acres.
Today the forest remains in an undeveloped state, free of the pavement, facilities, and visitation that are present at other public lands
in central Connecticut. This creates excellent wildlife habitat and
attracts a healthy following of hunters, especially in late fall when
deer season is underway. Mountain biking is discouraged at
Meshomasic during this period except on Sundays, when hunting is
prohibited by law.
Trail Policies
Mountain biking is permitted on all trails at Meshomasic except the
singletrack segments of the blue- blazed Shenipsit Trail. A long-distance hiking route, the 33- mile Shenipsit traverses the state forest
on its northward course to Shenipsit State Forest near the
Massachusetts border. Fortunately, plenty of other singletracks and
miles of old doubletracks await for mountain biking.
Cyclists are reminded that the forest's hilly, narrow, and winding

gravel roads are open to cars, although the traffic level is quite low.
Keep to the right and be ready to share the road at all times. Visitors
are asked not to block trailhead gates when parking since work
crews and emergency vehicles always need access. The area is open
only during daylight hours.
Orientation
Signs mark a few of the gravel roads but none are present on the
trails so bring a map and follow it closely. Mountain bikers should
also be equipped with bike tools and plenty of drinking water as
Meshomasic is relatively large and remote compared with other
nearby parks.
No parking lot exists but the roomiest roadside parking area is designated on the accompanying map at the intersection of Del Reeves
Rd., North Milford Rd., and Old Marlborough Tpke. Smaller spots
exist at many other trail/road intersections.
Gravel Roads
The miles of dirt roads have the forest's smoothest surfaces but they
encounter plenty of big hills, making them strenuous to ride. One of
the longest options, Del Reeves Rd. originates at the parking area
with a climb at the base of Meshomasic Mountain that gains about
400' in elevation and lasts for over a mile. At this point it heads
downward for most of the remaining 1.7 miles to Mott Hill Rd. at
the Glastonbury town line, passing a scenic pond along the way.
Milford Rd. is the forest's main drag. It begins at Del Reeves Road
near the parking area and heads southward along a rolling course
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Mountain Biking Connecticut
by Stuart Johnstone
Long time NEMBA member and
Trail Boss, Stuart has been writing
excellent mountain biking guidebooks since 1990. His current
book has just hit the stands, and
includes 25 great rides
throughout Connecticut. You
can get a copy at your local
bike shop or by sending a
check to PO Box 1037,
Concord MA 01742. $15.95

through a landscape of rock-strewn slopes. Milford Rd. ends after
1.7 miles at the bottom of a hill where Wood Chopper's Rd. intersects on the left and continues the ride to the southeast. Wood
Chopper's begins with a 1.7-mile uphill that is steep for the first
quarter-mile and eventually finishes with a 0.3-mile downhill run to
dark Hill Rd., with a few flat spots providing restful interludes along
the way. Curvy and narrow, the road is cut into the rocky slopes of
Gulf Hill.

expect a difficult ride at many points due to eroded inclines and several stream crossings.
Beginning at the western end, Reservoir Rd. leaves the water's edge
and crosses Milford Rd. at the half-mile mark after climbing a rocky
slope. More eroded hills await east of Milford Rd. and will test even
the nimblest riders with treacherous, rock-infested inclines. After
gaining about 400 feet in elevation in the first 1.5 miles, the uphill
grind mellows and conditions moderate for the remaining distance
to White Birch Rd., with lots of downhill in the last half-mile.
The blue-blazed Shenipsit Tr. passes through Meshomasic with a
few miles of intermediate-level riding, overlapping Portland
Reservoir Rd. for part of this distance. Mudholes and a few eroded
slopes are the predominant obstacles for bikers. The trail is closed to
biking where it reduces to singletrack between two high points in
the Bald Hill Range but cyclists can continue westward from this
point on a forest road that descends for more than a mile to Milford
Rd. with a series of washed-out drops.
Mott Hill Rd. has a variety of conditions. With its southern endpoint open to cars, the road rises past several homes and then
enters the woods as a trail that is hindered only by several broad
puddles. The course is generally flat for the next half-mile until it
crosses Portland Reservoir Rd. where a 0.8-mile descent drops riders
300 feet in elevation on a severely washed-out route. The trail
reduces to single- track at a few points where the erosion forced rerouting. Mott Hill Rd. continues to descend from this point for
another 0.7 miles to Dickinson Rd. in Glastonbury.
Continued on page 26

Other options include North Milford Rd., a 1.2-mile uphill ride to
the state forest boundary at a set of powerlines, and Old
Marlborough Tpke., a paved road past Portland Reservoir that is
gated and closed to vehicles.
Doubletracks
The main trail at Meshomasic is Reservoir Rd., or Portland Reservoir
Rd. as it is known at its East Hampton end. One of the forest's oldest, it stretches for 3.5 miles across the center of the property from
Portland Reservoir to White Birch Rd., spanning numerous hills
deep in the woods and providing a spine for many other trails. Time
has taken its toll on the road's surface and mountain bikers should

NEMBA’s
Official
Singletrack
Bar!
Eat ‘em and
Ride!
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One of the state forest's highest points, Meshomasic Mountain
offers no view but provides three doubletrack routes to the summit.
The most difficult option is a rugged jeep road aligned in the eastwest direction from Del Reeves Rd., while a second trail originating
from Del Reeves heads south to the summit with a flatter profile and
intermediate- level conditions. The third route to the top connects
Reservoir Rd. with several moderate slopes and one particularly
rocky spot.
The doubletrack trail along the powerline corridor has some big hills
and a surprisingly firm surface for the first 1.5 miles, then it reduces
to singletrack and hits some eroded slopes. The trail intersecting at
its midpoint has intermediate conditions with milder hills and a
scattering of obstacles.
Singletracks
Some of the best singletracks lie north of the parking area between
North Milford and Del Reeves roads. Follow the doubletrack trail
that starts at the intersection of these roads and ride north along
Buck Brook. After two stream crossings, the trail rises on a slope
and then forks at the start of a 2.5-mile loop that is best ridden in
the clockwise direction. Stream crossings, rocky spots, steep
inclines, and other hindrances slow the pedaling at numerous points
but much of this loop is wonderfully smooth and curvy.
The yellow-blazed trail forms the northern leg of this loop and then
continues across Del Reeves Rd. and up Meshomasic Mountain.
From the top, it descends southward on another singletrack for a
mile to Reservoir Rd. The first half has a gradual downward tilt with
a smooth treadway and the second half descends at a quicker pace

with a bumpier surface and culminates with an abrupt drop over
slabs of ledge. Crossing Reservoir Rd. and a parallel stream, riders
can continue southward on a challenging doubletrack section of the
yellow-blazed trail which eventually narrows to singletrack as it
approaches the highest point in the Bald Hill Range. Climbing
steeply, the trail demands strong legs as it tops the hill near the
Shenipsit Tr.
More good singletrack riding awaits in the northeast corner of the
forest where smooth treadways allow space for riders to steer
around the obstacles. One of the longest veers off the Shenipsit on a
northward course to the shore of a pond beside Del Reeves Rd. at
the forest's northern boundary. It starts with a short hill climb and
then crosses Reservoir Rd. and starts a long descent through several
timber clear-cuts. Most of this path is an intermediate-level ride but
one rocky section is more difficult.
Driving Directions
From 1-91 take Exit 22S and follow Rte. 9 south for 5.3 miles. Take
exit 16 and follow signs for Rte. 66 east, crossing the Connecticut
River. At the next traffic signal, continue straight on Rte. 17A north
and continue for 1.5 miles to a monument on the right. Turn right
on Bartlett St. at this point and drive for 1.7 miles to the end, turn
left on Rose Hill Rd. and continue for 0.6 miles, then turn right on
Cox's Rd. The pavement ends after 2 miles on Cox's Rd. and a third
of a mile later it becomes Milford Rd. Drive for another 1.7 miles to
the end, turn left on Del Reeves Rd., and look for an unmarked parking area a quarter-mile ahead on the left at the intersection of North
Milford Rd.

Need something to ride on
your next

mountain
bike

epic?
Proud Supporters of Essex
County Velo and NEMBA.
52 Railroad Ave.
Hamilton MA

978-468-1301
www.bayroadbikes.com
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T RA I L S I D E

Take a Liking to Lichens
by Deb McCulloch

D

id you ever wonder what on earth that crusty stuff was?
No... not in your shorts. I mean that greenish/grayish crustaceous matter that you may have noticed on your mtb
excursions that grows all over most tree trunks and rocks as you
pedal past. In fact, you can probably find it covering the trees in
your own back yard. Well, it's an unusual life form called lichen,
which is actually two plant-like organisms rolled into one, or to be
more
scientific,
lichens are the result
of a mutual symbiotic
relationship
between algae and
fungus. And what
results is all good,
really!
Algae are plant-like
organisms that grow
mostly in water, and
make their food by
taking sunlight and converting it into sugar through the process of
photosynthesis. In this union, the fungus consumes some of the
food the algae produces. Hmmm... Sounds awfully one sided... So
where is the mutual benefit you ask? Well, the fungus protects the
algae and allows it to live in places it otherwise couldn't, like in
hot, arid deserts or under harsh arctic conditions. Fungi give algae
legs!

Lichens come in an amazingly diverse number of forms and colors.
There have been over 15,000 kinds discovered, and their sizes
range from barely visible to more than three meters in length. They
grow very slowly, only one millimeter per year, and can live for
centuries.
Historically, lichens have been used to dye yarns and color paints,
and they have been used medicinally for their antibiotic properties.
They are also a source of carbos and water for some
wildlife during severe winter
months when foragable foods
are rare.
For scientists, Lichens are an
extremely sensitive indicator
of air pollution. Because
Lichens lack roots and act like
sponges, surface absorption
from rainfall is their only
means of obtaining nutrients
needed for their survival. If exposed to large amounts of atmospheric industrial by-products like sulfur dioxides that mix with rain
—acid rain— levels can become toxic enough where photosynthesis can no longer occur in the algae, the algae dies, which then
leads to the death of the fungus. Lichens are pretty hip, wouldn't
you say?

www.nemba.org

Got NEMBA?
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Blackstone
Valley

President: Anne Shepard, 508-624-7185
estel42@aol.com
Treasurer: Mitch Steinberg
Secretary: Jeff Gallo
VP Callahan: Mark Lamkin
VP Vietnam: Joe Bolandrina
VP Upton/Douglas: Mitch Steinberg
VP Whitehall/Hopkington: David Freed
VP Noanet Woodlands:Andy
Thompson
VP Hodges Village:Rich Kordell
Email List: blackstone@nemba.org
Web: www.bvnemba.webprovider.com

True to our industrial heritage, NEMBA's
Blackstone Valley chapter has been whirring
with activity. Our first EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride at
Douglas SF was a roaring success, attracting
over 100 riders from all over New England.

Connecticut

President: John Turchi, turch@snet.com
or 860-653-5038
Vice-President: To be announced
Secretary: Nancy Martin
Directors: Alex Sokolow, Irv Schloss, Paul
Wetmore
Treasurer: Rich Fletcher
Email List: ctnemba@nemba.org
CT Web: http://members.aol.com/joeorto/
Patrol Web:
http://members.home.net/bnemba

I would like to start this report by first extending our heartfelt thanks and gratitude to Brian
Smith who has stepped down as chapter president. Brian's tenure as president has seen our
happy group through it's initial formative years,
establishing what the directors feel is a well

Thanks to the outstanding preparation by Mitch
Steinberg and his trail marking crew, riders of all
abilities had a great time exploring 6-22 miles
of fast fireroads, swooping singletracks and the
ultra-technical Midstate Trail without fear of
getting lost or dropped. From beginner to seasoned expert, riders returned with an ear-to-ear
grin. The NEMBA Mtb Patrol was on hand, but
fortunately no serious injuries were reported. A
big Thank-you to Mitch, Bill Annise of the MA
DEM, and all the hardworking volunteers who
made this a great event!
On September 9th BV NEMBA hosts the Triple
Basin Blast Epic ride. Starting at the Upper
Charles Conservation area (aka Vietnam) we
traverse the power lines to explore Peppercorn
Hill, proceeding through Upton SF and finally
circling Whitehall Resevoir. The short route is
approximately 12 miles, the medium route is
about 20 miles and the truly hardcore hammerheads continue back to the start for a total loop
of 30 miles. Our thanks to Dave Freed for organizing this awesome ride!
Now that fall is here, we're honing our tools for
another busy season of trail maintenance. On
behalf of BV NEMBA, Dave Freed and Jeff Gallo
are forging an alliance with the Westborough
Conservation Land Trust as they establish a
"charm bracelet" of trails encircling the town.
We'll be volunteering our skills at the inaugural
trail maintenance event on September 24th.

rounded set of programs in keeping with the
mission and objectives of NEMBA. The most
notable and key product of Brian's drive, the
NEMBP patrol at the MDC Reservoir Complex in
West Hartford is a thriving model of how to
design and implement such a program. This
program certainly would not have become reality without Brian's perseverance and enthusiasm. While a good rest is in order, Brian intends
to continue in a leadership capacity with the
patrol and represent NEMBA on the MDC's
Recreational User Committee. This guy
deserves many more accolades. The next time
you see him, give him a great big sloppy and
offer to wash his bike (While you are at it, ask
him to quit with the 'squishy-T' thang.).
So what's next? Well for starters the CTNEMBA
board has strung me up and based on rank of
succession have established me as acting president. At the upcoming annual meeting (The
October 15th Fall Fiesta) the chapter membership will elect and new slate of directors to
guide the chapter for the coming year. The ways
these guys operate, they will probably strip off
the 'acting' part and totally piss off my wife (I'm
kidding.). There are presently two director slots

Thanks to all NEMBA
volunteers who
keep the trails alive
and well.
You are all
RockShox Heroes!

Thanks again to Dave Freed, we've received a
NEMBA Trail Grant to build a boardwalk at the
steep and badly eroded section of trail near the
old rope swing at Whtehall SP on Oct 14. We'll
also return to Callahan under the direct ion of
Mark Lamkin on Oct 22. Andy Thompson will
continue his outstanding collaboration with the
Trustees of Reservations at Noanet on Oct 28.
Lastly we'll finish up the season with Mitch
Steinberg and Peter Taylor working on the
Midstate trail in Douglas on Nov 5, ensuring
that future visitors will enjoy it as much as we
did this August! For more information about
events in the Blackstone Valley, visit our website or contact Anne Shepard 508-624-7185
Estel42@aol.com
The Blackstone Valley Wednesday evening ride
series has been a great success, bringing riders
together on some of our most popular trails at
Milford, Upton, and Callahan. On the fourth
(and sometimes fifth) week we explore some of
the "hidden jewels" in the region. If you'd like to
lead a ride on your favorite trail, just let us
know! The series will continue into the fall as
weather and daylight allow, then we'll ride with
lights where permissible. For the latest update,
subscribe to the Blackstone Valley email list at
www.vdfnet.com/nembamaillist.asp or contact
our ride coordinator Jeff Gallo at 508-366-2655,
gallojp@yahoo.com. —Anne Shepard

wide open and I encourage each of you to consider stepping up and assisting in further developing the chapter.
I'm being a bore. So, has anyone seen some
pretty snazzy yellow jerseys about? Here are a
batch of twenty six (or thereabouts) gals and
guys scooting about presenting the NEMBA
advocacy message(s) with a laid back, totally
grass roots approach. If only it paid, this would
have to be the ultimate job. Plans to grow the
Connecticut Trail Ambassador program beyond
the limits of the current NRTA grant fund are in
the works. Interested? We welcome you to drop
a line to Alex, the program coordinator and a
CT director (Alex Sokolow, asokolow@snet.net,
203-281-0789).
So, my rambling is over for now. Do you have
any ideas or comments on what the chapter has
been doing, right or wrong? How about things
that might be considered in the future? Is there
something that we are missing altogether? Give
me a shout. Let's discuss them. —John Turchi

Staying Cool
with Aqua Cool
NEMBA’s
Official
H2O Source!
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Greater Boston
President: Bob Croston, 617-782-5720,
rac@kauppforte.com
Vice-President: Jeff Hyland, jhylandexedra@mindspring.com
Secretary: Colleen Haggerty
Treasurer: Scott Briere
Email: eastma@nemba.org
Email List: mtb-boston@nemba.org
Meetings: 3rd Wednesday of month

GB NEMBA Creates Fells Map
Many of us who live in the Boston area find
ourselves riding at the Middlesex Fells often. It
is one of the most accessible areas to metro
Boston and for many it is the only realistic
option for an after work ride. The Fells is also a
very beautiful park. There is a wide variety of
vegetation from dense wetland areas to the rock
ledges or fells for which the park is named.
Many people who mountain bike in the Fells do
not appreciate the variety though because they
tend to ride only on the one marked mountain
bike loop. Not many people are aware that in
addition to this loop there is also more than 25
miles of fire road trails that are waiting to be
explored. NEMBA has put together a map to
help people find some of those trails. Copies of
the map are available free from the NEMBA web
site at www.nemba.org. I hope that people will
print out these maps and take them along when
they ride in the Fells. If you come across somebody who is lost, be generous and give them a
map. We have all been lost in the Fells at one
time or another. In addition to helping people
enjoy the Fells, this effort may also help to distribute use more evenly throughout the park.
As you are riding keep your eyes open for trail
markers. There are several trails such as the
white and orange trails which are closed to
mountain bike usage. If you see a trail that is

Merrimack
VAlley

President: Mark Bialas, 978-452-1590,
rush7@mediaone.net
Vice-President: Norman Blanchette,
978-957-0800,
nblanchette@mediaone.net
Treasurer: Hugh Folsom
Dracut Fall Festival, Oct. 21st
As I write this report, there is some behind the
scene maneuvering to put together a fall festival
in the Dracut State Forest tentatively called "The
2000 WALK FOR THE WOODS and MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILBLAZER". Right now the Lowell
Heritage State Park along with the
Pawtucketville Citizens Council, Flowering City
Committee and our local chapter of NEMBA are
trying to tie the loose ends to bring this together on Saturday, October 21st. There is a lot of

This map is available online at www.nemba.org and will soon be available at local bike shops

closed to bikes, please don't ride on it. If you
accidentally find that you have gotten onto a
trail where you do not belong, get off your bike
and walk out. NEMBA continually maintains a
dialog with the MDC with regards to trail usage.
Riding on closed trails has a negative effect on

this dialog and paints a picture of mountain
bikers as maliciously rebellious. There is plenty
of good riding out there. I hope this map helps
people explore new areas and find new trails.
We’ll soon make this map available at area bike
shops as well. Enjoy your ride. —Tom Grimble

work to be done in a short time and volunteers
will be needed on the day of the event. This
event will take the form of a poker run involving
walkers and mountain bikes. The plan is to turn
this into an annual NEMBA / EFTA fun ride.
Right now a minimum of $10.00 in pledges is
needed to participate. I would prefer a flat fee
myself. Parking and registration will be at the
church parking lot at the entrance of Trotting
Park Road in Lowell. Call Anne at (978)4526412 or Norman at (978) 957-0800 for more
information or directions. As the details continue to develop I will spread the word through
the local bike shops and the local newspapers.
Of course prizes

by the Conservation Committee. We have
already attended several meetings and invested
valuable time and energy with nothing to show.
If they continue to throw obstacles at us we
will just have to walk away at some point.

for the best poker hands, tours, live music and
food are on the agenda.
Trail Maintenance Update
In other chapter news, our last trail maintenance for the Dracut State Forest, for this year,
will be held on October 14th. This will be used
as a last minute spruce up of the forest before
the event and as an opportunity to start arrowing the course. The project in the Thanksgiving
Woods in Chelmsford is getting bogged down
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Fall Riding
The fall foliage is coming and the best riding is
yet to come. Call for the ride schedule as I
expect it to change weekly with such a busy
few months coming up. Also I would like to see
others out there call to suggest rides that they
would like to see. I would like to get in a couple
of "epic" mountain bike rides this fall possibly
involving a trip to the White Mountains? How
about a night ride for Halloween?? Like I said,
call with any special events you would like to
see. —Norman Blanchette

Rhode Island
President: Jim Grimley, 401-782-0162,
rinemba@aol.com
Vice-President: Tina Hopkins,
vcycles@efortress.com
Treasurer: Sara McEntee
Email List: mtb-RI@nemba.org
Web: http://members.aol.com/rinemba99/rinemba.htm

Well, the trail maintenance season is officially
over. It was RINEMBAS' biggest and best trail

Seacoast

President: Len Earnshaw,
learnshaw@mediaone.net
Vice-President: Jon Wilberg,
radman@ttlc.net
Secretary: Jason Record,
jrecord@mediaone.net
Treasurer: David Heath
Email List: seacoast@nemba.org
Web: www.snemba.org

Business First
On July 9th the Seacoast Chapter held the first
ever Bear Brook Boogie Fun Ride. This was a
charity event with the proceeds going to Bear
Brook State Park to be used for the sole purpose
of repairing and restoring trails at the park. We
had two marked loops, one was 12 miles and
the "hero" course was 21 miles. We also had an
alternate starting location for riders that wanted
an easier, shorter loop. A lot of people worked
on the preparation of this event and also assisted with contacting shops and spreading the
word. Our EFTA friends assisted with promotion
on the website and flier and also provided support at the sign-up table.
As this was our first attempt at this type of
event we didn't know how many people would
show up for the inaugural event. The morning
started out a little cloudy but quickly cleared up
to a beautiful sunny day. People started showing

season ever! It's also pretty sweet that we were
part of the bad ass Merlin series. I better win
that Litespeed,oops I mean Merlin frame...We
here in RI did over a 100 hard hours of trail
work. I'm still sore from our first trail day. we
moved some big ass rocks. Our eyes were definitely bigger than our arm, legs, and backs. We
raised the trail about three feet and put in a
sweeet culvert through a nasty, stinky,
smelley,West-Nile breeding, horse dropping,
swamp! The crew also put in quite a few
bridges. A lot of folks will appreciate these
bridges, in the winter, when their little toes
stay nice and dry.
I would like to thank all the trail workers for
there help. You guys know who you are.
Everytime you ride over a project you will get a
beautiful vibe all through your bike and body. I
would also, like to thank Jay Aron, from the D.
E. M. for letting us do trailwork, and have fun

up as we were setting up the tents, almost an
hour early! The parking crew and sign up volunteers were busy right up until the riders meeting. Four volunteers pre-rode the two courses to
assure the arrows were still up and check for
any problems on the course. Others assisted
people with questions and explaining the courses. We raffled off water bottles donated by
Eastern Mountain Sports (EMS), a weekend getaway to Back Country Excursions, set of Kevlar
tires donated by Exeter Cycles and Jamis bicycles provided hats and water bottles. All Fun
Ride entries are automatically entered into a
drawing at the end of the year to win one of
three Jamis full suspension frames!
At the end of registration we had 120 participants, an amazing turnout for the first event.
And we raised $300.00 for the park! The success
of the event is the direct result of a strong commitment from many people and I thank each of
you that supported and worked to make this a
great event. I also want to thank the participants that came out to ride with us and support
the park. I talked to a quite a few people after
the event and the feedback was great, they had
a blast. As I was cleaning up the last few pieces
and the parking lot emptied the clouds moved
in. By the time I got to the gate to lock up it
started to drizzle. We had a great day and
missed the rain. If you were at the event tell
your friends to join us next year to make sure
you catch it in 2001!
Trail Mix
By the time you read this we will be at mid-season of our fall series, this is a great time to give
a little back into the trails that you ride. Won't
you join us? Check out our fall series in the Trail

Bumps?
. . . What Bumps?
The Number One
Suspension Post

603-431-3023
www.use1.com
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rides in Arcadia. The best way to thank Jay, in
the next few months, is by wearing BLAZE
ORANGE from the 2nd week in October until
the last week end in Feb. while riding in any
state management area. Nothing worse than
some fool arguing with a ranger about wearing
ORANGE. He is only looking out for you. GOT
SENSE? I have seen some guys wearing knee
pads, but wouldn't wear an ORANGE vest. I
rather scrape my knee than be get shot in the
ass. Bring some extras vest for the Johnnycome-lately or out of state rider, not up on the
rules of the woods around here. Jay would also
appreciate if you did not do night rides on state
land. All areas are closed from sunset till sunrise. If anyone has questions or concerns,
please e-mail or call me. —Jim Grimley

Mix section below.
The following are the dates for our Ted Wokcik
Fall Trail Maintenance Series, so mark your calendars! Bring work gloves, boots and eye protection; we supply the lunch and bring your bike
and gear for a ride afterwards.
Seacoast NEMBA and Ted Wojcik Bicycles
Fall Trail Maintenance Schedule
October 8 - Bear Brook State Park - Contact Len
Earnshaw (603) 895-6633
learnshaw@mediaone.net
October 22 - Pawtuckaway State Park - Contact
David Heath (603) 463-9811
david@heath1.mv.com
October 29 - Fort Rock, Exeter NH - Contact
Mark Desrochers markkirstend@yahoo.com
Oct 21 Mine Falls, Nashua - Contact Jean Rubin
JMWR1@aol.com
Give me a call if you know of other locations
that require maintenance, restoration or new
trails.
Naughty but Nice
This space intentionally left blank
Start Fresh
We have had five very successful Mud Puppy
rides and numerous other rides this year. Check
our website for more rides to be announced for
the fall. www.snemba.org.
Happy Trails
Fall is a great time to ride, and to do a little trail
maintenance. Come on out and join us. You will
be glad you did! —Len Earnshaw

SE Mass

President: Christie Lawyer, 508-2792707
VP Ames Nowell: Don Jordan, 781767-4044
VP Blue Hills: Joe Sloane, 617-6963533
VP Borderland: Richard Higgins, 508328-7590
VP Foxboro: Dan Ibbitson, 508-2550806
VP Freetown: Dennis Lewis, 508-9935920
VP Wompatuck: Paul Peasley, 781-9252512
VP Wrentham: Kevin Delaney, 508226-3467
Treasurer: Bill Boles, 508-583-0067
Secretary: Eero Kola, 781-356-2518
Email List: semass@nemba.org
On August 13th Dennis Lewis and Mike Moniz
trailbossed the second of SEMASS NEMBA's
EFTA/NEMBA Fun Rides. This time the ride was
in the Freetown/Fall River State Forest, and it
was a big success. Dennis and Mike laid out a
very challenging course. And if you elected to
ride all of the Hero Sections it was 29 miles
long. Most people however, didn't do that. The
short section started out with some very ridable singletracks and could be ridden as either a
7.5 or 11 mile loop. The more difficult and
longer trails, including all the Hero Sections
branched off from it. Attendance was 86 riders.
We probably would have gotten more, but it
started to rain shortly after sign up began. The
rain stopped in a little while but many people
probably listened to the weather forecast or
looked out their windows and stayed home.
Their loss!
Using the proceeds of this ride SEMASS NEMBA
will be able to make a sizable donation of trail
materials to the Freetown/Fall River State
Forest. We got the following email messages
from Ed Hickey and Kristin Weisker.

Vermont
President: Rob Macgregor, 802-8243642, llmtbacs@webtv.net
Secretary: Cyndi Kilday
Late in July the IMBA Trail Care Crew, Rich and
Jen Edwards, came to visit the trails at Lowell
Lake. We wanted their qualified opinion on the
suitability of the existing trails for bike access.
Timing was good, after all the monsoon weather, to identify problem spots. A group with VT
NEMBA members and two of the regional
Forests, Parks and Recreation land managers
walked the trail around the lake. In the end the
crew concluded that the terrain could definitely

Ed said, "Thanks for a GREAT ride Sunday at
Freetown. The course was incredible and the
heroes sections a real test. That was one of my
top ten rides ever - had a blast." While Kirstin
said, "I thought the NEMBA Fun Ride in
Freetown was one of the best rides of the year.
The combination of fast track and the challenging technical loops made it the highlight of the
year."

wasn't there to assist. (But I am secure in the
knowledge that, like yourself and so many others, I spent scores of unacknowledged hours
each year on my own keeping the trails passable.) The riding here in the Ozarks has been a
mite toasty of late, but always exceptional. Let
the NEMBA family know that they have a friend
here in Clinton Country, and not to be bashful!
John Sheehan

SEMASS NEMBA members and Greater Boston
NEMBA members with a big assist from the
staff in the Blue Hills will hold the Fourth
Annual Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day on 10/1.
There will be a complete report of this event in
the next issue of Singletracks.

Well, John's right. And we have just two more
opportunities to make Wompatuck's trails even
better this fall. The first will be on 10/15 and
the second on 11/12. In both cases be there by
8:30, and bring your bikes. We will do trail
work until around noon, have lunch, and go for
a good ride. And who knows, maybe next year
you'll be enjoying Wompy's trails on the new
Titanium frame that you can win by participating.

SEMASS had its August ride-meeting, on 8/16,
in the Freetown Fall River State Forest.
September's meeting, and all the subsequent
meetings through Winter, will be held at the
Bridgewater Public Library. These meetings are
always held on the third Wednesday of each
month and they start at 7:00 PM. A ride will
follow each meeting until the middle of the
Winter. Notice of these meetings will be posted
on the SEMASS mailing list. Or, you can call
Christie Lawyer, for more information or for
directions.
Our efforts in the Wompatuck State Park are
not going unnoticed. I received the following
note from a friend who used to live nearby and
who rode in Wompatuck a lot. I thought everyone might enjoy it.
Hey Bill,
While on vacation back east earlier this summer
I got the chance to ride Wompatuck for the first
time in three years. Dude! I've been reading
about the trail-building, bog-bridging, etc., but
I had to experience it to believe it. Was this
really the park I first ventured into over 10
years ago, suspensionless, non-clipless and
clueless? There used to be 'The Rock Garden'
(now there are so many, Lawdy, Lawdy!), 'the
loop' (still there just 20 miles longer) and the
only riding on the left (north, I think) side was
paved. What you and our fellow NEMBAns
have done is astounding. The singletrack at
Womp was always good; the absence of vertical
was the only drawback. Now, with the miles of
new trail around Aaron Reservoir and through
the hills on the left side, Womp is easily the
rival of the Blue Hills (my personal favorite),
Foxboro, Otis and 'nam. My only regret is that I

support bike trails, although some extensive realignments of the existing trail would be
required.
It also became clear, however, that the Dept. of
Forests, Parks and Recreation will not support
bike trails regardless of suitability, therefore we
decided that it would be a waste of time to pursue it any further.
Time and energy will be better spent on other
projects such as with the US Forest Service. We
certainly extend our heartfelt thanks to all who
supported this project, through the petition and
meeting process over three years, and to Rich
and Jen and IMBA for their expert advice on the
subject. Sometimes you just have to know
when to call it quits....
Meanwhile, our Forest Service contact has been
out west fighting wildfires for a good part of the
summer, so there's no news on the APEX /
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Toys for Tots
On the first Sunday in December, 12/3, SEMASS
NEMBA and MDC staff will be hosting our first
ever "Toys for Tots" ride in the Blue Hills. This
will be a guided ride and we will split up into as
many groups as we can to accomodate as many
riders as show up. There will be rides for all skill
& fitness level, including kids and women's
rides. There will even be hikes for the non riding
members of your family. Everything gets going
at 10:00 AM, and to participate you need to
bring an unwrapped toy. All of the toys donated
will be distributed to needy kids just before
Christmas. So not only will you get to smile a
lot during the ride, but you'll know that somewhere, on Christmas morning, a child will be
smiling too.
Upcoming Chapter Events
10/15 NEMBA/ MERLIN Trail Maintenance &
Ride at Wompatuck State Park
11/12 NEMBA/ MERLIN Trail Maintenance &
Ride at Wompatuck State Park
12/03 Toys for Tots ride in the Blue Hills
Why not write something for SEMASS News?
It's easy. Just send it to nembabill@yahoo.com
before 11/1, or call me for my mailing address.
—Bill Boles

Green Mt. Bike Trail. Hopefully we'll get this
back on track this fall. We should be glad also
that our major weather problem is wet, and not
forest-fire dry....although it has been a pretty
dismal riding season.
Lastly, TJ Mora and Bill Kilday are in the process
of getting the chapter its own BOB trailer, for
future trailwork projects. Hope for a long dry
fall and Happy Pedaling! —Rob Macgregor

Wachusett

President: Vacant.
Vice-Presidentl: Vacant
VP Groton TF: Dave Stockwell,
davidsstockwell@cs.com
VP Leominster SF: Jim Wrightson,
jwrights@woodmeistercorp.com
VP Midstate: Jim Amidon,
jami@NET1Plus.com
VP Townsend SF: Dana Blanchard,
blanchar@cabletron.com
Treasurer: John Pratt
Secretary: Gray Harrison
Email List: wachusett@nemba.org
Web:
http://geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadoe
s/1441/

Berkshire

President: Mary Tunnicliffe,
413-298-0073, tunn@berkshire.net
VP: Herm Olgunick
Secretary: Jan Marcotte
Treasurer: Rex Channell
Email List: mtb-berkshires@nemba.org

Trail Work

New LSF VP!

You've probably already read how we had a really
good trail day on the Midstate Trail in
Westminster. Well, we are going to try to have
one more general trail clean up day at
Leominster State Forest before the season's out.
We're shooting for November 5th but will confirm via the wachusett@nemba.org email list. If
you're not online, call 800-57-NEMBA a couple
of days beforehand to find out the scoop.

Jim Wrightson of Princeton has volunteered to
help us organize some trail events in Leominster.
Thanks a lot, Jim!

Wachusett NEMBA needs board members

Almost forgot: THANKS, Jim Amidon for the
great Midstate Project!

We're pretty informally organized, especially
since we haven't found anyone to take on the
reins of the presidency or vice-presidency. Richie
Donoghue and Becky McEnroe are taking a break
from NEMBA stuff, and we need some other
people to come help us find direction for our
chapter. Feel free to email me at pk@nemba.org
if you'd be interested in helping us organize.
We're going to try to run the chapter by committee for a while and see how that goes.

Cape Cod
President: Charlie Genatossio,508-4774936, cgenatossio@webtv.net
Vice-President: Mitch McCulloch
Secretary: Ellin Borrus
Treasurer: Margaret Moore
Email List: mtb-capecod@nemba.org

Pioneer
VAlley

President: John Dudek, 413-772-0496,
shaysmba@juno.com
Vice-President: Rich LaBombard, 413527-7427, blr@javanet.com
Treasurer: Russ Benson
Web: http://pvnemba.tripod.com/pvnemba.htm

Lastly, I'm still desperately looking for volunteers
to help with Veloswap on October 21st. For a
couple of hour's help, you'll get a free T-shirt and
entrance. Call or email me. 800-57-NEMBA or
pk@nemba.org.

Didn't forget but couldn't find the words: Richie,
you're the best. We really thank you for all
you've done! —Philip Keyes

North Shore

President: Dan Streeter, 978-462-4605,
dwstr@shore.net
Vice-President: Joe Dizazzo
Secretary: Dan Walsh
Email List: nsnemba@egroups.com

White
Mountains

President: Mark Jenks, 603-536-0233,
jinxbery@landmarknet.net
Vice-President: Rob Adair
Treasurer: Jeff Cavicchi
Treasurer: Cathy Steers
Email List:
mtb-whitemountains@nemba.org

www.mavic.com
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NEMBA RIDE SERIES
Bill Boles, Ride Coordinator

NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven't yet joined NEMBA, please do.
Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been known to change location or
time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride's leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the ride.
If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides will stay manageable and be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are required on all NEMBA
rides. Contact the ride leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(EN) Indicates an EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride.
(d) Indicates a weekday daytime ride.
(FBH) Indicates a Friends of the Blue Hills Ride.
(TW) Indicates a Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.
(Dog) Indicates you can bring your dog.
(W) Indicates a WOMBATS ride.
(k) Indicates a Kids & Family ride.
(C) Indicates call to see if the ride is on.
(TBA) Indicates location to be determined.
The following ride categories are only general guidelines. You should ask the ride's leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in terms of distance,
pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your level of riding skills and don't join a ride that is beyond your present ability or fitness level.
EFTA/NEMBA

10-25 miles. A ride on a marked course for all ability levels. Normally includes
both a short and a long loop. Call for more information.
Kids/Family:
2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These rides are aimed at
parents with young children.
Beginner:
2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are aimed at riders with
little or no riding experience.
Novice:
4-9 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent stops.
Advanced Novice:
6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be
technical terrain done slowly, frequent stops.
Intermediate:
10-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat faster pace, occasional
stops and bail out points. Intermediate rides are designed for people who
ride frequently, and have some skills, but who probably don't enter races.
Advanced Intermed.: The same as intermediate, except faster and harder terrain.
Advanced:
20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace, few stops or chances to
bail out. These rides are intended for advanced riders or, racers who
would like to go for a challenging ride at less than all out race pace.
Women's Rides:
Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Cape Cod & Islands
10/14
10/15
10/17
10/18
10/21
10/22
10/24
10/25
10/28
10/29
10/31
11/01
11/04
11/05
11/07
11/08
11/11
11/12
11/14
11/15
11/18
11/19
11/21
11/22
11/25
11/26

Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard

Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate

Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
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TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net

508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905

11/28
11/29
12/02
12/03
12/05
12/06
12/09
12/10
12/12
12/13
12/15
12/17
12/19
12/20
12/22
12/24
12/26
12/27
12/29
12/31

Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Otis
Pochasset
Vineyard

Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate
Adv. Novice-Intermediate
All
Advanced Beginner
Intermediate

Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon
Steve Wong
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
David Whitmon

ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@capecod.net

508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905
508-428-1935
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 x298
508-693-4905

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
10/17
10/24
10/31
11/07
11/14
11/21
11/28

Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF

Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced

Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon
Jim Amidon

jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com
Jami@net1plus.com

978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)
978-939-8594(C)

John Ivansin
Charlie Beristan
John Ivansin
Charlie Beristan
Don Myers
John Ivansin
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan

jivanisin@yahoo.com
charlieb@home.com
jivanisin@yahoo.com
charlieb@home.com
dmyers02@portone.com
jivanisin@yahoo.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com

860-627-9498
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-627-9498
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-561-2755
860-627-9498
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(1:pm)
860-521-7188(1:pm)

Connecticut
10/08
10/11
10/15
10/18
10/21
10/22
10/25
10/28
10/01
11/08
11/15
11/22
11/24
11/29
12/06
12.13
12/16
12/20
12/27

W. Hartford Res.
Adv. Novice & Kids
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Shenipsit SF
Adv. Novice & Kids
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Wilmington, VT Adv. Novice & up
Penwood SF
Adv. Novice & Kids
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Case Mtn.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
CTNEMBA Turkey Burner All
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Nepaug SF
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate

Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont
10/12
10/14
10/15
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/19

Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Massabesic
Intermediate
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Fort Rock NH
Intermediate
Manchester Ctr. VT
Interemdiate
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice

Pamela Polomski pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
Mark Oullette
mudman23@juno.com
Banagan's
Banagan's
Wheel Power
603-772-6343
Bill Kilday
battbike@sover.net
Pamela Polomski pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com

603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
802-362-2734
603-886-5705(W)

Advertise in

SingleTracks

Reach thousands of mountain bikers
throughout New England!

Call 800-57-NEMBA for rates.
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10/21
10/21
10/22
10/24
10/24
10/26
10/29
10/30
11/02
11/05
11/06
11/09
11/12
11/13
11/16
11/19
11/20
11/23
11/26
11/27
11/30
12/03
12/04
12/07
12/10
12/11
12/14
12/17
12/18
12/21
12/31

Wilmington, VT Adv. Novice & up
Ordione Point SP, NH
Beginner, Novice & Family
Fort Rock NH
All
Fort Rock NH
Intermediate
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All
Kingman Farm, Durham NH All
Mine Falls, NH
Beginner - Novice
Fort Rock NH
All

Don Myers
Mark Pittendreigh
Banagan's
Wheel Power
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's
Banagan's
Pamela Polomski
Banagan's

dmyers02@portone.com
markpitt@nh.ultranet.com
603-772-6343
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com
pamela-polomski@hollis-solutions.com

860-561-2755
603-772-0901
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660
603-436-0660
603-886-5705(W)
603-436-0660

Metro Boston, Wachusett Merrimac & North Shore
10/12
10/12
10/14
10/14
10/19
10/19
10/21
10/21
10/22
10/26
10/26
10/28
10/28
11/01
11/02
11/02
11/04
11/09
11/09
11/11
11/11
11/16
11/16
11/18
11/25
11/30
11/30
12/02
12/03
12/03

Groton TF
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Townsend SF
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Townsend SF
Townsend SF
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Townsend SF
Townsend SF
Groton TF
Townsend SF
Townsend SF
Blue Hills
Blue Hills

Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Novice
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Novice
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Intermediate
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Intermediate
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner-Intermediate
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Adv. Beginner - Int.
Intermediate
All - Toys for Tots

Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
Bill Boles
John Morrissey
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
John Mannix
John Morrissey
David Hodgdon
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
Andrew Walter
John Morrissey
Stu Cummings
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
John Morrissey
John Morrissey
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
Bill Boles
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
John Morrissey
John Morrissey
Cal Goldsmith
John Morrissey
John Morrissey
Bill Boles
Bill Boles

gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
Nembabill@yahoo.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
bozuke@mediaone.net
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
Nembabill@yahoo.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
gprcivil@gpr-inc.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
porkchop_420@hotmail.com
Nembabill@yahoo.com
nembabill@yahoo.com

978-772-1590
978-597-3074
508-583-0067(FBH)
978-597-3074
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
617-522-3956(TW)
978-597-3074
781-326-0079(FBH)
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
781-961-3773(TW)
978-597-3074
781-961-7734(TW)
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
978-597-3074
978-597-3074
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
508-583-0067(FBH)
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
978-597-3074
978-597-3074
978-772-1590
978-597-3074
978-597-3074
508-583-0067(FBH)
508-583-0067(TW)

Rhode Island
10/12
10/17
10/18
10/19
10/21
10/24
10/25
10/26
10/28
10/31

Big River Ri
Women
Big River, RI
Adv. Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Big River Ri
Women
Wilmington, VT Adv. Novice & up
Big River, RI
Adv. Intermediate
W. Hartford Res.
Intermediate
Big River Ri
Women
Case Mtn.
Intermediate
Big River, RI
Adv. Intermediate

Sara Grimley
Jim Grimley
Charlie Beristan
Sara Grimley
Don Myers
Jim Grimley
Charlie Beristan
Sara Grimley
John Turchi
Jim Grimley
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Sara9849@aol.com
401-732-6390
RINEMBA@aol.com
401-732-6390
charlieb@home.com 860-521-7188(1:pm)
Sara9849@aol.com
401-732-6390
dmyers02@portone.com
860-561-2755
RINEMBA@aol.com
401-732-6390
charlieb@home.com 860-521-7188(1:pm)
Sara9849@aol.com
401-732-6390
turch@snet.net
860-653-5038
RINEMBA@aol.com
401-732-6390

South Shore & Blackstone Valley
10/12
10/12
10/14
10/14
10/15
10/15
10/17
10/17
10/19
10/19
10/21
10/21
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/24
10/24
10/26
10/26
10/28
10/28
10/29
10/29
10/31
11/01
11/01
11/02
11/05
11/05
11/07
11/08
11/09
11/11
11/12
11/12
11/14
11/16
11/19
11/19
11/21
11/26
11/26
11/28
11/30
12/02
12/03
12/05
12/07
12/10
12/10
12/12
12/14
12/17
12/17
12/19
12/21
12/24
12/24
12/26
12/28
12/31
12/31
01/01

Foxboro SF
TBA All
Foxboro
Blue Hills
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Callahan SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA All
Blue Hills
Foxboro
Blue Hills
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Callahan SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA All
Foxboro
Blue Hills
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Vietnam
Blue Hills
TBA
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Upton SF
Foxboro SF
Blue Hills
Wompatuck SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
Blue Hills
Blue Hills
Wompatuck SF
TBA
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
Foxboro SF
TBA
Wompatuck SF
TBA

intermediate
Landry's Westboro
Women
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
All
Intermediate
intermediate
Landry's Westboro
Novice
Women
Novice
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
All
Intermediate
intermediate
Landry's Westboro
Women
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Intermediate
All - Toys for Tots
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
intermediate
Adv. Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

Dan Ibbitson
Harley Erickson
Bill Boles
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
Landry's Framingham
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
John Mannix
Kristin Weisker
David Hodgdon
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
Landry's Framingham
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson

dnostibbi@mediaone.net
508-336-3378
cydavia@gis.net
Nembabill@yahoo.com
jordanfamily154@juno.com
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
508-336-3378
617-522-3956(TW)
kweisker@valuequest.com
781-326-0079(FBH)
jordanfamily154@juno.com
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
508-336-3378
cray@nfpa.org
bozuke@mediaone.net

Cathy Ray
Andrew Walter
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
Mitch Steinberg
mitch.steinberg@qntm.com
Stu Cummings
781-961-7734(TW)
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
David Freed
davidfreed@hotmail.com
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bill Boles
Nembabill@yahoo.com
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
781-925-2512
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bill Boles
Nembabill@yahoo.com
Bill Boles nembabill@yahoo.com
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Paul Peaslee
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@mediaone.net
Bike Barn
The Fall Guys
jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bill Boles
NEMBAbill@yahoo.com

508-543-4428
508-872-2470(W)
508-583-0067(FBH)
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
508-875-5158
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
508-801-6628(W)
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
508-875-5158
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
508-699-6753(W)
781-961-3773(TW)
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am))
781-925-2512
508-529-9339
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am))
781-925-2512
508-366-7870
508-543-4428
508-583-0067(FBH)
781-447-4469(6:am)
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
781-925-2512
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am))
508-543-4428
508-583-0067(FBH)
508-583-0067(TW)
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-447-4469
781-447-4469(6:am)
508-583-0067

Volunteering with NEMBA is the key to our success.
Give back to the trails. Meet new friends. Ride new
singletrack. Have fun knowing that you are part of
the solution. A trail is a terrible thing to waste!
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JOIN NEMBA MEMBA HEROES
NEMBA is fortunate to have a membership which cares deeply
about mountain biking, the environment and our organization.
These folks are NEMBA’s Heroes, and we hope that you’ll join their
ranks. Your donations and membership are fully tax-deductible to

Master Trail Builders, John Hebert
Dorothy Held
$1000+
Bill Boles
Michael & Winnie Gnazzo
Krisztina Holly
Ned Overend
Rick Smith

Trail Builders, $500+
Jeff Gallo

Benefactors, $250+
Stephen Bonin
Jim Frost
Stuart & Catherine
Johnstone
Chris Miller
Daniel Salmon Jr.
Joe Scozzafava
Anne Shepard
Dan Streeter
Andy Thompson

Sponsors, $100+

Kyle Alves
Mike Andersen
Susan & Alexis Arapoff
David Belknap
Scott Bosley
Peter Brandenburg
Skip Brown
Kelton & Betsy Burbank
Melissa Buttaro
Ed Clausen
Andrew & Carolyn Coffin
Brendan Dee
Bud Deshler
Jane & Dave DeVore
Joe DiZazzo
David Dunn
Neale & Benjamin
Eckstein
David Eggleton Family
Tim Eliassen
Richard Fletcher
Mark Forsythe
Dan Goldberg
Noreen & Tom Greene
Mark & Pamela Gunsalus

Bob Hicks
Judith Holly
Raymond Hubbe
Dan Ibbitson
John Jenkins
Wes Jewett
Dave King
David Kinsman
Lew Lahr
Robert & Domenica
Levinson
John Levy
Scott Lewis
Bob Ludwig
Eliot Mack
Marla Markowski
Gary McMeekin
Steve Miller
Michael Mulhern
Dan Murphy
Alison Wald & John
Mustard
Barry Myers
Donald Myers
Stephen Norwood
Joachim Preiss
David Reichman
Michael Romney
Cathy & Michael Rowell
Erik & Liz Schoepke
Don & Kristen Seib
R. Leslie Shelton
Mark Skalla
Brian Smith
Mitch Steinberg
Tony & Jamie Sudol
Tim Sykes
Michael Tonry
Conrado Vellve
David Wean
Gary Whittemore
Rob Zimmerman

Supporters, $50+

Tim & Chimene Adams
Jim Amidon
Mark Andersen

the full extent of the law, and we urge you to contribute what you
can. We thank all our members and supporters in keeping NEMBA
financially strong, so that we may better serve New England’s
trails.

Ruth Barragan
Robert Bartlett
Erica Berl
Jeff Berlin
Mark Bialas
Norman Blanchette
Noelle Bonin
Daniel Bonin
Pamela Bonin
Dennis Boyle
Charles Brackett
George Brandenburg
Steven Branson
Scott & Laurie Briere
Robert Browne
Tim & Hilary Bugbee
George Bussmann
David Carlson
Bradford Carpenter
John Chasse
Julie Clark
Steve Cobble
Shamus Collins
Gary Contic
Jim Corning
Joe Crist
Robert Croston
Brian Dahlstrom
Jeffrey Day
Gerry Dennison
Mark Donovan
Tom Doucette
Hunt Durey
Jim Egerton
Mimi Englander
Victor Evdokimoff
Hans Fernsebner
Paul Flaxman
William Fox
Kenji & Kimberly
Freedman
Steven Fuchs
Bob Gagnon
Dave & Victoria Gaudreau
Chris Geaghan
Jerry Geribo
Harris Ghaus
Mark Gibson
Mark Gifford

Laura Lechner & Daniel
Ginsburg
Robert Giunta & Family
Steven Graham
Gardner Gray
Bob Green
Tom & Claire Grimble
Matt Guffey
Larry Guild
Dan Hampson
Chris & Jesse Harris
Barry & Lisa Harsip
Jeffery Hattem
Rebecca White & David
Iwatsuki
Mark & Cathy Jenks
Douglas Jensen
Scott Johnson
Steve Kahler
Howard & Trish Kargman
Paul Keene
David Kleinschmidt
Eero Kola
Richard LaBombard
Steve Lamont & Family
Rich Landers
Jeff Leonard
Roy Lindo
John Lockwood
Mark Luders
Tim Lukowski
Ron MacDonald
Eileen Madden
Mickey Marcus
David Markun
Mark Martinez
Eric Matckie
Jim Mays
Don Bunker & Becky
McEnroe
Chris McGrath
Bob McNeish
Chris & Kelly Meuser
Peter Minnich
Susan & Christopher
Mitchell
Denis Morgan
Regina Badura & Egbert
Most

Jon & Angela Murphy
Peter Ogulewicz
Joseph Ortoleva
Jason Pare
Christopher Pawlow
Paul Peaslee
Patrick Pedonti
John Pews
Jim Pizza
Phil Pless
Julien Pouliot
Dennis Powers
Susan Rabaut
David Renton
Dianne Sforza & Paul
Rheaume
Richard Robbins
William Roberts
Tom Rogers
Robert & Ariane Salamy
Michael Salerno
Jonathan Salinger
Greg & Michelle Saltzman
Victor Saverino
Jen Secor
Harvey Serreze
Gary Smith
Alex Sokolow
Michael Souza Jr.
Mark Sponauer
Mike Stockman
Doug Stotz
Peter Studt
Mary & John Tunnicliffe
John Turchi
Patrick Ward
Richard Warner
Dan Wasserman
Jonas Kriauciunas & K.
Weisker
Jon Wellington
Bob Werner
Paul Wetmore
Carl Weymouth
George Willard
Scott Wilson

Thanks to Everyone for Your Support!

Does your company have a matching gift program? If so, you can double
the amount of your donation simply by listing your donation to NEMBA!
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SOS: Support Our Sponsors. They Support Us!
$1000+
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
IMBA, Boulder CO
Merlin Metalworks, Cambridge MA
Redbones BBQ, Somerville MA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
$500+
REI, Inc., Framingham MA
Rock Shox, San Jose CA
$250+
Acton Hardware, Acton MA
Breakstone, White-Lief & Gluck, PC, Boston
MA
Dirt Rag Magazine, Pittsburgh PA
Landry's Bicycles, Framingham MA

Mavic, Haverill MA
USE Shokpost, Portsmouth NH
$150-200+
Gear Works Cyclery, Leominster MA
International Bike Center ,Allston MA
Mean Wheels Bike Shop, Lenox MA
O'Neil's Bicycle Shop, Gardner MA
Wachusett Brewing Co., Westminster MA
$100
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards, Canton CT
Hollis Solutions, Inc. Nashua NH
Store 24, Waltham MA
Bath Cycle & Ski, Woolwich ME
Landry's Bicycles, Framingham MA
Village Cycles, Buzzards Bay MA
Bicycle Bill, Allston MA
West Hill Shop, Putney VT

Join NEMBA for $100 or
more and the good folks
at

will thank you with a
complementary subscription!
(good thru December 2000)

Get Hooked Up!
JoIn a NEMBA
EMail LiSt!
HunDreds oF
BikeRs arE
aLready oNline!
WWW.NEMBA.ORG
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Amity Bicycle, Woodbridge CT
Bicycle World Inc., Greenfield MA
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
Easthampton Bicycle, Easthampton MA
Victory Cycles, Wyoming RI
King's Cyclery, Westerly RI
Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Cove Cycle, Hyannis MA
Mt. Snow Ski Area, Dover VT
Northampton Bicycles, Northampton MA
North Haven Bicycle Center, North Haven CT
Valley Bicycle, Granby CT
East Providence Bicycles, East Providence RI
Central Wheel, Farmington CT
$50
Northeast Bicycle Club, Woburn MA
UMASS Memorial EMS Bike Team, Worcester

2000 NEMBA Events Calender
Festivals & Special Events

NEMBA-EFTA Fun Rides

October 15
October 21

Oct. 2 Dracut State Forest, Dracut MA, 978-957-0800
Oct. 29 Harold Parker SF Fun Ride, 978-921-4355
Nov. 24 FOMBA Turkey Burner Fun Ride, www.fomba.com

CTNEMBA Fall Fiesta, 203-772-2859.
Veloswap & Expo, www.veloswap.com

Cannondale-NEMBA Trail Maintenance Series
Oct. 22 Shenipsit SF, Somers, Rob Devaux, 860-455-9358

Merlin-NEMBA Trail Maintenance Series
Merrimack Valley NEMBA
Oct. 14 Dracut State Forest, 978-957-0800

Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Oct. 14 Whitehall State Park, 508-366-7870
Oct. 22 Callahan State Park, 508-788-9912
Oct. 28 Noanet Woodlands, 508-651-7075
Nov. 5 Douglas State Park, 508-529-9339

SE MA NEMBA
Oct. 15 Wompatuck SF, 8:30am, 781-925-2512
Nov. 12 Wompatuck SF, 8:30am, 781-925-2512

Cape Cod NEMBA
Oct. 8 Otis, 508-563-1734
Oct. 29 Trail of Tears, 508-477-4936

Wachusett NEMBA
Nov. 4 Leominster State Forest, 800-576-3622

Greater Boston NEMBA
Oct. 14 Belmont, 617-924-4539
Oct. 28 Lynn Woods, 781-231-1497
Nov. 4 Great Brook, 781-275-1861

Ted Wojcik-SNEMBA Trail Maintenance Series
Oct 21 Mine Falls, Nashua 603-883-6251
Oct. 22 Pawtuckaway State Park, 603-463-9811
Oct. 29 Fort Rock, Exeter NH, 603-775-0025

Membership Application

We need you to join! You’ll get a year’s worth of SingleTracks, a membership handbook, some cool stickers and a
member’s card which is frequently good for some discounts at your local bike shop. More than that, you’ll be welcome to come to all our events and you’ll be helping make the trails a better place for mountain biking!
Name _________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip ______________________
Homephone _____________________________ Chapter _______________________________________
New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp___________
Individual $20 ______ Family $30 ______ Supporting $50 _____ Sponsoring $100_____
Benefactor $250_____ Trail Builder $500 ______ Master Trail Builder $1000 ______
Dealer Memberships:
Basic $100 _____ Supporting $200_____ Benefactor $500_____ Lifetime $1500_____
Industry Memberships:
Basic $75_____ Supporting $100 _____ Benefactor $500_____

If possible, please include your company’s matching gift form

Mail to: NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720
OR CALL 800-57-NEMBA (10/00)
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Pick a Chapter!
At Large
Berkshire NEMBA
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Cape Cod NEMBA
CT NEMBA
Greater Boston NEMBA
Merrimack MA NEMBA
North Shore MA NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA NEMBA
Seacoast NH NEMBA
Southeast MA NEMBA
Rhode Island NEMBA
Vermont NEMBA
Wachusett MA NEMBA
White Mtns NH NEMBA

Join Online at WWW.NEMBA.ORG

We’re Mountain Bike Central!
Here’s an invitation to all Mountain Bikers to
visit the spectacular White Mountains. We’re
nestled in the National Forest, and you can
ride endless miles of awesome downhill, singletrack, and wide open trails right from our door. When you return, relax
in our outdoor heated jacuzzi, laze in our cool mountain stream, or take a
refreshing dip in our 40’ pool!
•Secure indoor bike storage
•Rentals & Parts Available
•Hose-down area with workstand •Guided Rides
•Discounts available at local bikeshops with NEMBA membership
•Non-smoking •Three diamond AAA •All Rooms with private bath and phones

•10% Discount to NEMBA Members!

Also ask about our independent hostel • Rates start at $17 including breakfast

Call us! 1-800-356-3596
603-356-2044
www.cml1.com
Email: mtnbike@cml1.com

Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
Paid
Permit #148
Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Free Nalgene Water Bottle!
$$ for NEMBA

Register with GetOutdoors.com and recieve a free Nalgene water bottle.
For each person who registers, GetOutdoors will donate a buck to NEMBA!
It’s a win-win deal! Follow directions at www.nemba.org!

